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FOREWORD  
 

The completion of this thesis has been an incredible journey that started several years ago, in 

2014, where I met my research supervisor. Six years after, and it feels that it was yesterday 

when we talked about small vesicles called “liposomes.” We theorized about how we could 

produce them and how these advanced delivery systems could help patients. Two years later, 

after this first meeting, I decided to join the ÉTS Ph.D. program. Immediately after starting my 

Ph.D., my co-supervisor joined us with great enthusiasm in the endeavor of starting from 

scratch a completely new project for the laboratory.  

 

This journey has taken us to four different laboratories and collaborated with eight academic 

institutions situated in three different countries, as well as a company. It allowed me to meet 

incredible people, enthusiastic about teaching me what they knew about chemistry, biology, 

and engineering, as well as sharing their laboratories to complete the puzzle of this 

multidisciplinary research.  

 

This work is, in a sense, is a summary of this journey, a personal and a shared one with all the 

people who put something into it. A journey that I hope one day can contribute to patients and 

families waiting for next-generation treatments.  
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Production contrôlée de liposomes à l'aide de micromélangeurs basés sur Dean la 
dynamique des écoulements 

 
Rubén Rodrigo LÓPEZ SALAZAR  

 
RÉSUMÉ 

 
Les liposomes constituent des transporteurs polyvalents, car ils ont la capacité de cibler 
spécifiquement des organes, des tissus et des cellules. Ils tiennent cette spécificité de leurs 
propriétés physicochimiques, qui régissent les interactions avec les systèmes biologiques. De 
ce fait, afin que les liposomes soient des transporteurs efficients, il est crucial de contrôler ces 
propriétés. 
 
Afin d'être déployés de manière efficace comme nanomédicaments, les liposomes doivent être 
produits à une échelle industrielle, et ce, d'une façon reproductible. Le recours à des méthodes 
conventionnelles de production de masse ne permet pas d’exercer un contrôle adéquat sur les 
propriétés des liposomes. En effet, ces méthodes requièrent de multiples étapes 
d'homogénéisation et d'encapsulation de médicaments, rendant particulièrement difficile la 
reproduction des propriétés des liposomes. Cependant, l’emploi de dispositifs microfluidiques, 
notamment les micromélangeurs, permet la synthèse en flux continu des liposomes ainsi que 
l’application d’un contrôle plus précis sur leurs propriétés, par exemple leur taille, et sur la 
distribution de leur taille. 
 
Malgré ses avantages, la production par micromélangeurs présente des points négatifs : faible 
productivité, différents problèmes de fabrication, colmatage, agglomération et présence de 
résidus de solvants organiques nocifs. Ces aspects négatifs s’expliquent par le fait que les 
micromélangeurs ne sont pas conçus pour produire des liposomes, mais plutôt des réactions 
chimiques. L'autoassemblage des liposomes nanométriques requiert un processus de mélange 
rapide. Celui-ci doit cependant être uniforme pour produire des populations de taille 
homogène. 
 
Les micromélangeurs fondés sur la dynamique des flux de Dean, l’approche sur laquelle se 
base cette thèse, offrent une alternative aux dispositifs jusqu’ici utilisés, car ils ont le potentiel 
de produire des liposomes nanométriques dont les propriétés sont contrôlables, et ce, à un taux 
de production élevé. De plus, la fabrication de ces dispositifs est plus simple que celle des 
conceptions antérieures.  
 
Cette thèse a recours à la modélisation numérique et à l'imagerie confocale. Ces dernières nous 
ont permis de concevoir un micromélangeur. Des liposomes, aussi petits que 27 nm, dont la 
taille peut être contrôlée et ayant une reproductibilité élevée, ont été produits à un taux de 
production allant jusqu’à 41 mg / mL. L’obtention de ces résultats a été appuyée par 
l’utilisation d’outils statistiques. Par ailleurs, les liposomes se sont montrés stables pendant 
une période de 6 mois. D’autre part, plusieurs facteurs moléculaires ayant une influence sur 
les propriétés physico-chimiques des liposomes ont été étudiés. L’étude de la formation de 
liposomes à l’aide de solvants organiques conventionnels et du Transcutol® a démontré que le 



X 

taux de changement de la polarité exerce une influence directe sur la taille des liposomes. De 
plus, l’utilisation du Transcutol® est avantageuse, car elle ne requiert pas d’étapes de filtration 
en raison de sa faible toxicité. 
 
L’approche de synthèse liposome présentée dans ce travail offre la possibilité de produire des 
nanoparticules de taille contrôlée à l’échelle industrielle avec des applications dans le domaine 
biomédical, tels que les systèmes de distribution de médicaments et de gènes, ainsi que l’étude 
de la communication cellulaire à cellule. 
 
 
Mots-clés: liposomes; micromélangeurs; dynamique des flux de Dean, dispositifs 
microfluidiques, nanoparticules. 
 



 

Controlled liposome production using a micromixer based on Dean flow dynamics 
 

Rubén Rodrigo LÓPEZ SALAZAR 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Liposomes are multipurpose delivery carriers capable of targeting specific organs, tissues, and 
cells. This specificity is controlled by their physicochemical properties, which determine their 
interactions with biological systems. Therefore, controlling liposome properties is crucial for 
their effective implementation.  
 
Liposomes must be produced on an industrial scale in a reproducible way to be effectively 
deployed as nanomedicines. Conventional bulk production methods have inadequate control 
over liposome properties and require multiple homogenization and drug encapsulating steps 
adding to reproducibility problems. By contrast, liposome production using microfluidic 
devices such as micromixers enables continuous-flow liposome synthesis with enhanced 
control over liposomes properties such as size and size distribution. 
 
Previously proposed micromixers suffer from low liposome productivity, fabrication 
problems, clogging, agglomeration, and harmful organic solvent residues. Most of the time, 
these devices were tailored to chemical reactions and not specifically to liposome production. 
Liposome self-assembly requires a mixing process that is fast to produce small liposomes, but 
to a certain extent, it should be uniform, so liposome formation conditions are similar for all 
the particles and thus result in homogenous size populations.  
 
Dean flow dynamics-based micromixers, which are used in this work, offer an alternative to 
earlier microfluidic devices, with the potential of producing uniform controllable nanosized 
liposomes, at a high production rate. Also, their fabrication is simplified because they do not 
require complicated three-dimensional structures to create flow perturbations. 
 
In this dissertation, numerical modeling and confocal imaging were used to investigate the 
mixing process. As a result, a novel micromixer was proposed. Liposome production factors 
using the proposed microfluidic device were identified and modeled using statistical tools. 
Size-controlled liposomes as small as 27 nm, at a production rate as high as 41 mg/mL were 
produced. Additionally, liposomes showed to be stable for up to 6 months. Other molecular 
related factors were investigated to better understand their effects in liposome physicochemical 
properties. Likewise, the polarity change rate influence over liposome size was demonstrated 
using both conventional organic solvents and Transcutol®. The latter has the potential to avoid 
filtration steps due to its reduced toxicity.  
 
The liposome synthesis approach presented in this work offers the potential to produce 
controlled-size nanoparticles on an industrial scale with applications in the biomedical field, 
such as drug and gene delivery systems, as well as the study of cell to cell communication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Liposomes are vesicles made of lipids. Lipids are organized in lipid bilayers forming sphere 

shape structures that can encapsulate multiple substances. This property makes liposomes 

suitable for drug delivery applications. Along 50+ years in liposome research, various 

preparation methods have been proposed; however, the vast majority of them are batch-based, 

and mostly production rates are only suitable for laboratory scale production. Moreover, 

reproducibility is a significant concern required to meet the standards of regulatory agencies. 

Batch methods do not have the required consistency. These problems delay or block the 

research, development, and production of liposomes and prevent them from reaching patients 

worldwide (Hua, de Matos, Metselaar, & Storm, 2018). 

 

Between 1995 and 2005, significant advances were made in microfabrication, especially in 

soft lithography allowing researchers to produce microfluidic devices with channels in the 

order of micrometers in relatively easy few steps. These advancements opened an entirely new 

world of opportunities to investigate the micromixing phenomenon and its applications.   

 

Micromixers offer a suitable alternative for liposome production. Tunable size monodispersed 

liposome nanoparticles (LNPs) can be produced in a continuous flow, improving 

reproducibility. Unfortunately, micromixers yield, in general, is too low for industrial-scale 

production, while the ones that are suitable for mass production clog and are challenging to 

fabricate. Other mixing strategies and micromixers designs might help to solve this 

conundrum. However, only a few micromixers have been studied and explicitly characterized 

for liposome production; furthermore, important variable interactions have not been addressed. 

This work objective is to investigate liposome formation in micromixers that are based on 

Dean’s flow dynamics. This type of micromixers uses chaotic advection and Taylor dispersion 

to accelerate the mixing process. The conditions under which LNPs are produced, as well as 

crucial factors that direct and control liposome physicochemical characteristics such as size, 

size distribution, and zeta potential were investigated.  
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0.1 Rationale 

Pharmacy word originates from the Greek word pharmakon, which has different meanings, 

including remedy and poison. For years, this dichotomy has been accepted. This acceptance 

meant for patients that sometimes the cure was worse than the disease. Several therapeutic 

agents must be administered at high doses, increasing toxic effects. For patients, removing or 

reducing the poisonous part of the remedy would mean a better quality of life. Having a way 

of releasing the correct dose at the right location without producing side effects, the magic 

bullet of Paul Ehrlich was an elusive feat until recently (Ehrlich, 1913).  

 

Delivery systems (DS) consists of a shell or structure that functions as a carrier and a cargo 

that can include genes, drugs, imaging labels, among others. This cargo could be enclosed 

inside the transport vehicle as well as ligated to its exterior. Most of the DS used in the 

biomedical field are in the range of 3-200 nm. DS protect their cargo from degradation, offering 

an extended circulation time inside the human body.  Due to their properties such as size and 

modified surfaces added with specific moieties, DS can target specific organs, tissues, and 

cells. DS that are in the range of nanometers are called nanoparticle delivery systems (NDS). 

There are several types of nanoparticles, such as polymeric conjugates, micelles, dendrimers, 

viral nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, and liposomes (Cho, Wang, Nie, Chen, & Shin, 2008).  

Figure 0.1 shows the different types of nanoparticles. 

 

In terms of market potential, nanopharmaceuticals are expected to grow to 168.91 billion by 

2026, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 22.1%, as shown in Figure 0.2. This 

market growth is supported by liposomes and polymer delivery systems (Business-Wire, 

2019). 
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Figure 0.1 Type of nanodrugs particles 
Taken from Cho et al. (2008, p.1312) 

 
 

 

Figure 0.2 Nanomedicines market value 
Adapted from Business-Wire (2019) 

 
 

Liposomes have proven to be one of the most versatile nanoparticles, considering the number 

of approved products in the market. The first approved nanodrug was a liposomal carrier 

(Doxil®). Nanoparticles applied in the medical field is growing (Havel, 2016). This type of 

nanoparticles has established a precedent and paved the way for regulations in the area of 
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nanopharmaceuticals (Food & Administration, 2018). So far, 17 liposome-based drug 

formulations have been approved (Leung, Amador, Wang, Mody, & Bally, 2019). 

 

Liposomes applications range from drug delivery systems, gene delivery systems, vaccines 

imaging, and analytical applications. These vesicles can encapsulate both imaging labels and 

therapeutic substances, also known as theragnostics (Pattni, Chupin, & Torchilin, 2015). 

Additionally, applications in the field of cosmeceuticals have been explored (Rahimpour & 

Hamishehkar, 2012; Van Tran, Moon, & Lee, 2019). Figure 0.3 summarizes Liposomes 

applications.  

 

 

Figure 0.3 Liposome applications summary 
 
 

NDS have the potential to add value to existing products, extending their product life as 

patented formulations as well as reducing toxicity. One example of this is the antibiotic field, 

where their indiscriminate use caused the resistance of bacteria, requiring increasing the level 

of dosage just below toxic values for effective treatment. Old formulations that right now are 
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not effective anymore could be reused through NDS. Currently, a few liposomal antibiotic 

formulations are under experimentation (Gao et al., 2014). 

 

However, there are still challenges in the field of nanopharmaceuticals. Liposome based 

delivery systems are getting more sophisticated with new added bioactive molecules. At a 

laboratory-scale, this increased complexity translates into lengthy production processes that 

prevent innovative formulation production at the industrial scale. Moreover, these production 

methods must comply with good manufacturing practices (GMP), so they can be included in 

late clinical stages and commercialization (Hua et al., 2018). The nanopharmaceuticals 

industry looks for integrative liposome production systems with high reproducibility and 

scalability  

 

Microfluidics devices, specifically micromixers, offer an approach that can produce liposomes 

in a continuous-flow production, improving reproducibility (Andreas Jahn et al., 2010). 

However, these microfluidic devices are not exempt from challenges. Low production yield 

and toxic solvent remains are still the main problems to be solved. 

 

In this dissertation, a new microfluidic configuration is proposed to increase the production 

rate while keeping control over final liposome characteristics such as size, size distribution, 

and zeta potential. The mixing inside the proposed device is based on Dean flow dynamics.  

This device can produce liposomes of controlled size, and it can be useful for creating other 

types of NDS.  

 

0.2 Problem statement 

Liposomes are used in medical imaging, general delivery, and analysis systems (Pattni et al., 

2015). These vesicles encapsulate drug formulations, genes, imaging labels, and proteins. The 

biodegradable components of liposomes provide them with the capacity to interact safely with 

biological systems. Moreover, by adding surface moieties and controlling the size, it is possible 

to target distribution towards specific organs and tissues, increasing drug circulation time, and 
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improving drugs therapeutic window (Allen & Cullis, 2013; Gabizon et al., 1994; Matsumura 

& Maeda, 1986; Safra et al., 2000).  Figure 0.4 shows a typical liposome with potential contents 

and surface ligands (Liu & Boyd, 2013). 

 

 
Figure 0.4 Structural liposome model, encapsulated, and 

surface elements 
Taken from Liu & Boyd (2013, p.392) 

 
 

Liposomes physicochemical characteristics such as size, size distribution, and zeta potential 

are crucial for general delivery applications. Inside the human body, for example, large 

liposomes >2000 nm are rapidly filtered in liver and spleen, whereas vesicles with size from 

100 to 200 nm escape to this filtration and accumulate in tumors. Particles < 5 nm are filtrated 

by kidneys (Blanco, Shen, & Ferrari, 2015; Hak Soo et al., 2007). The size, shape, and surface 

properties also play a crucial role in nanoparticle accumulation, as shown in Figure 

0.5Moreover, liposomes monodispersity is a determinant quality factor, defining if all the 

prepared particles will finish at the desired place. LNPs ranging between 150 to 200 nm are 

necessary because they accumulate in tumors due to the enhanced retention and permeability 

effect (EPR). This effect establishes that particles of specific sizes accumulate selectively in 

solid tumors. Particles pass through the large fenestrations in the endothelial cells caused by 

abnormal angiogenesis  (Matsumura & Maeda, 1986). Current commercially available lipid-
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based nanoparticles are in the size range between 45 and 180 nm (Sedighi et al., 2019). On the 

other hand, zeta potential determines how particles interact with the human body by controlling 

circulation time or particle entrapment by cells (P. L. Felgner et al., 1987; Khadke, Roces, 

Cameron, Devitt, & Perrie, 2019). Thus, controlling liposome physicochemical properties is 

crucial for delivering the right substance to the right place.  

 

 

Figure 0.5 Nanoparticle accumulation  
Taken from Blanco et al. (2015, p.947) 

 
 

The control of liposome characteristics requires systematic exploration of the factors 

influencing liposome properties in each new proposed micromixer. The relationship between 

these variables is complex. Statistical modeling can shine a light on this subject. For 

micromixers based on molecular diffusion and chaotic advection, this modeling has proved 

useful in identifying and controlling liposomes size, size distribution as well as transfection 

efficiency in gene delivery applications (Tiago A. Balbino et al., 2013; Kastner et al., 2014). 

However, for Dean flow dynamics-based micromixers, there are not reported results of such 

characterization. 

 

Even though several liposome drug formulations have been approved, such as Doxil®, among 

others, production methods are still behind regarding industrial-scale purposes. The fragility 

of the production methods was proved in November 2011, when Doxil® production was 
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suspended due to manufacturing and quality problems. Patients were not able to access their 

vital medicine worldwide. In February 2013, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) needed 

to approve a similar drug version called Lipodox to solve the shortage problem (Barenholz, 

2012) partially. Production problems represent a latent risk that faces liposomal formulations 

if no action is taken to research better manufacturing approaches. At an industrial level, there 

are two significant problems: reproducibility and scalability.  

  

First, the lack of reproducibility of commonly used batch methods makes new formulations 

challenging to manufacture at industrial-scale, while production methods require multiple 

steps that might further degrade nanoparticles quality (Stavis, Fagan, Stopa, & Liddle, 2018). 

The reproducibility is crucial for maintaining high-quality standards; it is decisive to meet the 

requirements of the regulatory agencies, such as the FDA or the European Medicines Agency 

(EMA) (Hafner, Lovrić, Lakoš, & Pepić, 2014).  

 

Second, the scalability of the production methods is pivotal to ensure a reliable medication 

supply to patients. Current commercial production methods mostly rely on conventional 

laboratory-scale techniques such as thin-film hydration or ethanol injection assisted by 

sonication and membrane extrusion that require additional steps for cargo loading (Hua et al., 

2018).  

 

Microfluidics devices, specifically micromixers, are capable of producing size-controlled 

LNPs in continuous-flow. Liposome cargo can be added in a single step. Moreover, these 

devices can be parallelized for an increased production rate while keeping the same control 

over liposome properties resulting in process intensification as well as reducing waste and cost 

(Shallan & Priest, 2019). 

 

Liposomes produced using micromixers have typically highly monodispersed to low 

polydispersed populations. However, lipid concentration remains too small for scaling-up. 

Usually, the initial lipid concentration in a typical micromixer based on molecular diffusion is 

of the order of 5 to 80 mM and, after passing through the micromixer, is diluted even more 
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from 10 to 50 times to achieve a liposome size below 100 nm. If we compare this value with 

commercial formulations such as Doxil® that is in the order of 8 mM, it becomes clear why 

novel micromixer approaches are not yet substituting available methods for industrial-scale 

productions. 

 

Interesting solutions to overcome the liposome final dilution problem have been proposed.  

One is the Staggered Herringbone Micromixer (SHM), which reduces the dilution of lipid 

concentration required for small liposomes (Belliveau et al., 2012). Another is the vertical flow 

focusing (VFF) (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015), which increments the flow in the device by 

increasing height in microchannels. These two devices can yield tens to hundreds of mg/h of 

liposomes. However, these micromixers are challenging to produce because they include 3D 

features in the case of SHM or high aspect ratio channels, as in the VFF. New devices with 

simpler geometries that increase liposome production rate are needed. Dean flow dynamics-

based micromixers are in general, easy-to-fabricate. There are a few that have been used for 

liposome production (Kimura et al., 2018; Jisun Lee et al., 2013; Valencia et al., 2010; Y. Wu, 

Li, Mao, & Lee, 2012).  

 

An essential part of liposome production using the principle of nanoprecipitation is mixing an 

organic solvent into an aqueous solvent, which causes a polarity change.  It has been shown 

that a fast mixing produces small and uniformly-sized liposomes (Andreas Jahn et al., 2010). 

Numerical modeling provides the tools to better understand the mixing process. Current used 

numerical models for studying mixing in liposome production not always include variables 

that depend on the ethanol concentration (Amrani & Tabrizian, 2018; Kimura et al., 2018). In 

binary mixtures, density, viscosity, and the mutual diffusion coefficient change as 

concentration changes. Only a few authors have used models that include viscosity and mutual 

diffusion coefficient dependent on concentration (Renee R. Hood, DeVoe, Atencia, Vreeland, 

& Omiatek, 2014; Andreas Jahn et al., 2010). However, none has added density to numerical 

model calculations as far as the author knows it. 
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Finally, the solvent remains in liposome production using micromixers are inherent to the 

process itself. Lipids must be diluted first in an organic solvent, to later be mixed with an 

aqueous solvent to produce liposomes. Harmful leftovers can interact with the liposome cargo 

reducing their stability, capabilities, or in the worst-case scenario, they can damage the 

biological systems that they interact with. An inline filtration or the substitution of organic 

solvent with some other similar substances could improve the usability of produced liposomes. 

A better understanding of how organic-aqueous solvent mixtures affect liposome size, size 

distribution and zeta potential would be useful for controlling such characteristics. Only a few 

studies have tried to describe this influence in micromixers for liposome production (Webb et 

al., 2019). 

  

In summary, controlling liposome physicochemical characteristics is crucial for their 

functionality. Thus, modeling which factors influence these properties is the first step towards 

liposome functionalization.  Additionally, reliable liposome production methods that can be 

easily scalable from laboratories to commercial manufacture are required to ensure the supply 

chain to patients worldwide. Micromixers offer a solution; however, current devices are 

cumbersome to fabricate.  Dean flow dynamic-based micromixers have the potential to 

produce controllable-size liposomes, with easy-to-fabricate devices. Finally, conventional 

organic solvents could be removed or replaced by substances capable of improving liposome 

therapeutic properties. 

 

0.3 Research objectives 

The general objective of this research work is to investigate liposome production in Dean Flow 

dynamics-based micromixers. The research objectives include the evaluation of the factors 

influencing liposome properties to produce liposomes in a controllable way, with a final 

concentration and size comparable to commercially available formulations. 
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0.3.1 Specific objectives 

1. Production of LNPs with controlled physicochemical characteristics such as size, size 

distribution, and zeta potential. 

 

2. Preparing liposomes in the range of 50 to 200 nm as commercially available formulations 

with homogenous size. 

 

3. The removal or substitution of the potentially harmful solvent remains. 

 

4. Achieving liposome production yields in the order of tens to hundreds of mg/mL.  

 

0.4 Research approach and main hypothesis 

In this work, numerical modeling was used to investigate the mixing of two fluids in 

microfluidic devices. The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that a fast and uniform 

mixing or, in other words, changes in polarity, will result in smaller liposomes with 

homogeneous size populations. This hypothesis was further developed first by identifying 

which factors control liposome physicochemical characteristics. Later, flow-related factors 

were statistically modeled. Then, through confocal images and liposome characterization, the 

relationship between mixing and LNPs properties was further investigated. 

 

Additionally, other molecular factors influencing liposome properties were considered, such 

as temperature, lipid type, and initial lipid concentration. Finally, by using different organic 

solvents, we extended the mixing hypothesis to investigate how by modulating the polarity 

change rate, average liposome size can be controlled too.  All previously mentioned studies 

were focused on Dean flow dynamics-based micromixers.   
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0.5 Main contributions 

The main contributions of this dissertation are the following: 

 

1. A method to fabricate micromixing channels with optical windows using 

biocompatible materials and 3D printing. This fabrication method enables the production 

of microfluidic devices at low-cost with reduced steps compared with conventional soft 

lithography. At the same time, it allows optical access to the mixing channels to evaluate 

mixing performance.  This method can be extended to produce different types of 

micromixers for applications, including liposome production, where materials need to be 

biocompatible. This contribution resulted in the following conference paper publication.  

 
Lopez, R., Nerguizian, V., & Stiharu, I. (2018, 24-27 June 2018). Low-Cost 3D-Printed 

PLA-COC Micro Hydrodynamic Focused Device. Paper presented at the 2018 
16th IEEE International New Circuits and Systems Conference (NEWCAS). 
(Presented and published) 

 

2. The identification of the most important factors controlling liposome characteristics 
in Dean flow dynamics-based micromixers. A Plackett-Burman experimental design 

was used to evaluate in a reduced number of experimental runs what factors contributed 

to each of the liposome properties studied in this work (liposome size, size distribution, 

and zeta potential). This contribution resulted in the following conference poster 

presentation. 

 

López Salazar, R. R., Ocampo, I., Bergeron, K.-F., Alazzam, A., Mounier, C., Stiharu, I., 
& Nerguizian, V. (2019). Assessment of the Factors Influencing Liposome Size in 
Dean Forces Based µmixers. Paper presented at the µTAS 2019 The 23rd 
International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life 
Sciences Basel, Switzerland. (Presented as poster). 

 

3. The design and fabrication of a micromixer based on Dean flow dynamics, capable 
of producing LNPs. The periodic disturbance mixer (PDM). This micromixer uses 

semicircular structures to guide the flow inside the microchannels to a circular path that 
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produces centripetal forces. These forces change their vector direction and speed 

periodically. These two changes combined contribute to an improved mixing process. 

Later, we demonstrated the performance and utility of this new micromixer. The 

conception and design of this mixer were aided by numerical modeling and previous 

works in the field. 

 

4. A validated numerical model of binary mixtures mixing with viscosity, density, and 

mutual diffusion coefficient in function of the organic solvent concentration. This model 

couples Navier-Stokes equations with convection-diffusion equations. The model was 

used to investigate the relationship between mixing efficiency with liposome properties. 

This model is useful in studying and evaluate mixing performances in different types of 

micromixers.  

 

5. The creation of a statistical model using design of experiments (DoE) and response 
surface methodology (RSM) for optimizing the factors that control liposome size and 
size distribution. Once the factors that control liposome properties were identified, the 

evaluation of what levels resulted in which responses was required. The presented model 

was used for further contributions to locate an experimental region where nanosized 

liposomes were produced with a low polydispersity index.  The same methodology can 

be used to create new models if liposome production conditions change (new lipids, 

concentrations, or microfluidic devices). 

 

6. The evaluation of the mixing efficiency and organic solvent concentration profile 
influence over liposomes properties in a PDM device.  Liposome production in 

micromixers depends on the polarity change rate caused by the mixing of the organic and 

aqueous solvent. This change rate controls liposome size and size distribution; it is unique 

for each micromixer type. We found out through numerical simulations and experiments 

this relationship for the PDM. This contribution, as well as previously mentioned 3,4,5, 

resulted in the following journal publication.  
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López, R. R., Ocampo, I., Sánchez, L.-M., Alazzam, A., Bergeron, K.-F., Camacho-León, 
S., Mounier, C., Stiharu, I., & Nerguizian, V. (2020). Surface Response Based 
Modeling of Liposome Characteristics in a Periodic Disturbance Mixer. 
Micromachines, 11(3), 235. (Published) 

 

7. The parametric evaluation of both flow and molecular related factors influencing 
liposome production in a PDM device. Through numerical simulations, confocal 

imaging, and parametric experimentation, we evaluated other factors previously identified 

in the screening experiments such as concentration, temperature, and primary lipid type 

and their influence over liposome properties. With this extended set of experiments, the 

formulation of liposomes under various production conditions can be simplified. 

 

8. The demonstration of the fatty acid chain length role in liposome properties and its 
independence of the liposome zeta potential.  To investigate the effect of the fatty acid 

chain length in liposome properties, we substituted the primary lipid in our liposome 

forming mixture with a one with a longer fatty acid chain. This lipid has the same head 

terminal group. We found out that as a result of this change, liposomes size increased, and 

the size distribution was modified. Also, we found out that the zeta potential of liposomes 

was the same as the shorter acid chain length lipid. This result indicates that liposome zeta 

potential is only influenced by the lipid terminal head groups. This contribution resulted 

in the following conference paper.  
 

López, R. R., G. Font de Rubinat, P., Sánchez, L.-M., Alazzam, A., Stiharu, I., & 
Nerguizian, V. (2020). Lipid Fatty Acid Chain Influence over Liposome 
Physicochemical Characteristics Produced in a Periodically Disturbed 
Micromixer. Paper presented at the IEEE Nano 2020, Montreal. (Accepted and to 
be presented as oral presentation). 

 
9. A model that related initial lipid concentration to liposome size. An analytical model 

explaining the relationship between concentration and liposome size was presented.  This 

model allows evaluating if intermediate-disk shaped lipid structures are disrupted while 

liposomes are in the process of being formed. This contribution and contributions 7 and 8 

derived in the following submitted journal paper.  
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López, R. R., Ocampo, I., G. Font de Rubinat, P., Sánchez, L.-M., Alazzam, A., Tsering, 

T., Bergeron, K.-F., Camacho-León, S., Burnier, J. V., Mounier, C., Stiharu, I., & 
Nerguizian, V. (2020). Parametric Study of the Factors Influencing Liposome 
Physicochemical Characteristics in a Periodic Disturbance Mixer. Manuscript 
submitted.  

 
10. The replacement of conventional organic solvents with Transcutol® for liposome 

nanoparticle production in microfluidic devices. The use of organic solvents for 

liposome production using micromixers requires to dilute the lipids as a part of the 

nanoprecipitation process. However, most of the conventional organic solvents are toxic 

at a certain level. Therefore, additional steps are required to filter these residues. By 

contrast, Transcutol® HP has a history of safe use in applications such as food, care 

products, and drug solubilizer in topical, transdermal oral and injectable human products.  

We demonstrated for the first time using micromixers that liposomes can be produced 

using Transcutol® as organic solvent. This solvent has reduced toxicity and enhanced 

transdermal drug delivery, saving filtration steps this contribution derived in the following 

conference poster presentation. 

 
López, R. R., G. Font de Rubinat, P., Sánchez, L.-M., Ocampo, I., Alazzam, A., Bergeron, 

K.-F., Mounier, C., Stiharu, I., & Nerguizian, V. (2020). Transcutol®: A 
promising drug solubilizer suitable for in continuous flow liposome production in 
a Periodic Disturbance μmixer. Paper presented at the 7th FIP Pharmaceutical 
Sciences World Congress (PSWC2020), Montreal, Canada. (Accepted and to be 
presented as poster) 

 

11. The demonstration of the polarity change rate influence over liposome properties. In 

micromixers, the liposome formation process is controlled by the polarity change rate 

caused by the mix of the order of milliseconds of the organic and the aqueous solvent. 

Another way of controlling this process is by selecting specific organic solvents. We 

investigated the influence of the organic solvents over liposome properties. We found out 

that the polarity gradient plays a crucial role in controlling liposome size. Moreover, we 

found out that this variable does not influence liposome zeta potential. We further 

investigate Transcutol® as a replacement for ethanol. It was demonstrated that 
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Transcutol® produced smaller liposomes over different concentrations and temperature 

conditions. This contribution and contribution 10 derived in the following journal paper. 
 

López, R. R., G. Font de Rubinat, P., Sánchez, L.-M., Alazzam, A., Bergeron, K.-F., 
Mounier, C., Stiharu, I., & Nerguizian, V. (2020). The Effect of Different Organic 
Solvents in Liposome Properties Produced in a Periodic Disturbance Mixer: 
Transcutol®, a potential organic solvent replacement. Manuscript submitted 

 
12. The characterization of physicochemical properties of extracellular vesicles (EVs) 

derived from Uveal Melanoma cancer cells. Liposomes and EVs share common 

characteristics such as lipidic membranes and the capacity to encapsulate biomolecules. 

As liposomes, EVs physicochemical characteristics play a key role in their interactions 

inside the human body. Additionally, EVs are studied as biomarkers and their potential 

link to cancer dissemination. Using the same methods to investigate liposome properties, 

we characterized EVs derived from healthy and UM cell lines. We found a difference in 

physicochemical properties between EVs derived from metastatic, primary, and non-

cancerous cells. This characterization is the first step towards the use of EVs-like 

liposomes to investigate cancer dissemination and cell to cell communication. This work 

resulted in the following conference poster presentation.  
 

López, R. R., Tsering, T., Bustamante, P., G. Font de Rubinat, P., Stiharu, I., Burnier, J. 
V., & Nerguizian, V. (2020). Unraveling uveal melanoma-derived extracellular 
vesicles: a physicochemical characterization. Paper presented at the Association 
for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO 2020), Baltimore, USA. 
(Accepted and to be presented as poster). 

 

0.6 Thesis organization 

Chapter 1 reviews literature, including an introduction to liposomes, their classification, and 

applications. Next, a detailed literature review of the micromixers used to produce these 

vesicles is presented divided by mixing principles.  
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Chapter 2 deepens the theory of liposomes formation in micromixers using the 

nanoprecipitation method as well as mixing theory. This chapter also includes a general 

description of the methods and materials used in this work. 

 

Chapter 3 is divided into two parts. In the first one, it identifies the most important variables 

controlling liposome physicochemical characteristics in a PDM. In the second one, the most 

statistically significant variables are used to create an experimental design to produce a 

statistical model capable of predicting liposome size. This model is compared with 

experimental results. Finally, numerical simulations are introduced to understand better the 

role of mixing in liposome properties. 

 

Chapter 4 evaluates the relationship between mixing conditions and liposome 

physicochemical characteristics. In this chapter, we assess the PDM performance in liposomes 

production through confocal image microscopy, simulations, and experiments. We also add 

three additional variables related to molecular factors: temperature, concentration, and lipid 

fatty acid chain length. Finally, a model relating initial lipid concentration and liposome size 

is presented. 

 

Chapter 5 explores a way of modulating liposome size by using different organic solvents. 

We introduce a hypothesis of how polarity change rate control liposome size. Finally, in this 

chapter, it is proposed the substitution of the organic solvent ethanol, by Transcutol for the first 

time in liposome production using micromixers. This solvent has potential applications in 

transdermal drug delivery systems.  

 

Chapter 6 describes future work focused on translating this platform to applications in the 

medical field. The chapter includes innovative ways of producing devices at low-cost, 

geometry optimization for enhanced yield, pumpless liposome production approaches, EVs 

characterization, and gene delivery optimization.  
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Appendix I summarizes the works published during the Ph.D. studies. These publications 

include journal papers, conference presentations and popular science. 

 



 

CHAPTER 1 
 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the first description of phospholipid systems (Bangham, Standish et Watkins, 1965), 

liposomes have been used for a variety of applications, some of the most used are related to 

drug delivery systems (Allen & Cullis, 2013), medical imaging (Arrieta et al., 2014), and gene 

delivery (Buck, Grossen, Cullis, Huwyler, & Witzigmann, 2019). After more than 50 years of 

research, these vesicles have shown several advantages, such as their biodegradable and 

biocompatible components that allow them to safely interact with the human body as well as 

their capacity of encapsulating several formulations (Gregoriadis, 1973). 

 

1.2 Liposomes 

In general, liposomes can be described as sphere-shaped vesicles structured in one or more 

lipid bilayers. Liposomes are formed by amphiphilic molecules called lipids, composed of a 

hydrophilic head and two hydrophobic tails. These amphiphilic molecules are insoluble in 

water except when they are assembled in lipid bilayers with polar heads of the outer layer 

pointing outwards and the polar heads of the inner layer pointing inwards. This configuration 

leaves space inside the inner bilayer for hydrophilic formulations and between the bilayers for 

hydrophobic formulations (Pattni et al., 2015). Figure 1.1a shows the general chemical 

structure of phospholipids. Figure 1.1b shows the size of a typical lipid bilayer and Figure 1.1c 

a liposome representation (van Swaay & deMello, 2013). 
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Figure 1.1 a Structure of POPC lipid molecule b Lipid bilayer thickness 
c Lipid vesicle  

Taken from Van Swaay & deMello (2013, p.753)  
 

The lipids are commonly formed by two hydrocarbon chains esterified to a glycerol backbone 

or constituted from a ceramide. The hydrophobic part is connected to a polar head that might 

contain phosphate (“phospholipids”) or carbohydrate units (“glycolipids”).  

 

There are head groups of the amphiphilic molecules that define the surface properties of 

liposomes formed from them. For instance, the phosphatidylcholine (PC) produces 

zwitterionic liposomes (Ulrich, 2002).  

 

On the other hand, positively charged lipids such as Dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium propane 

(DOTAP) are used to create lipoplexes (Tiago Albertini Balbino, Azzoni, & de la Torre, 2013). 

These liposomes are capable of condensing DNA due to electrostatic interactions and interact 

with biological membranes. They are used to transfect cells.  

 

Another example is the PEGlylated liposomes, also known as stealth liposomes. The 

Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) in the head groups of the lipids masks them against opsonization 

and further destruction by the Mononuclear Phagocyte System (MPS). In this way, liposomes 

have longer circulation times inside the human body (Allen & Cullis, 2013). Table 1.1 shows 

examples of lipid head-groups and the chemical graphical representation of those examples.  
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Table 1.1 Headgroups classification with examples 
Adapted from Ulrich (2002, p.131) 

Type  
of headgroup 

Examples Graphical Example 

Zwitterionic  

Phosphatidylcholine (PC), 

phosphatidylethanolamine 

(PE), sphingomyelin (SM)  

Negatively 

Charged  

(Therapeutics) 

Phosphatidic Acid (PA), 

phosphatidyglycerol (PG), 

phosphatidylserine (PS), 

phosphatidylinositol (PI), 

cardiolipin. 
 

Positive 

charged 

(Transfection) 

DOTAP, DOTMA, 

DODAC 
 

PEGylated 

(Stealth 

liposomes) 

PEG-DSPE 

 
 

1.2.1 Classification of liposomes 

Liposomes can contain multiple bilayers; they are called multilamellar vesicles (MLV) or one 

single bilayer called unilamellar vesicles. Similarly, classification regarding size is accepted, 

such as large unilamellar vesicles (LUV), small unilamellar vesicles (SUV), and giant 

unilamellar vesicles (GUV) (van Swaay & deMello, 2013). Additionally, liposomes 

classification can also follow function or composition. Table 1.2 shows the common liposomes 

classifications. 
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Table 1.2 Liposome classification 
Adapted from Pattni et al. (2015, p.10940)  

Based on lamellarity or size Based on composition 

Multilamellar vesicles (MLV) >500 nm Conventional liposomes 

Oligolamellar vesicles (OLV) 100-1000nm Long-circulating liposomes (e.g. PEGylated) 

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV) >1000nm Cationic Liposomes  

(e.g. used for transfection) 

Large unilamellar vesicles (LUV) >100nm Stimuli-sensitive 

Small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) 20-100 nm Immunoliposomes 

Liposome nanoparticles (LNPs) 20-100 nm 

unilamellar 

Imaging Liposomes 

 

1.2.2 Liposomes applications 

The capability of liposomes to encapsulate multiple cargos makes them versatile delivery 

systems.  

 

Drug delivery systems are one of the most prolific fields for liposomes applications. Since the 

beginning of the field, liposomes were viewed as potential carrier candidates for drugs 

(Gregoriadis & Ryman, 1971). The first-ever approved nanodrug approved by the FDA was a 

liposomal formulation composed of cholesterol and a lipid called phosphatidylcholine. It 

encapsulates Doxorubicin®, a chemotherapy that interferes with the DNA function of rapidly 

dividing cells (Barenholz, 2012). As opposed to its free form, the liposomal formulation 

Doxil® showed to accumulate in tumors due to the EPR, reducing side effects (Gabizon et al., 

1994). Later, PEGylated liposomes helped to improve circulation time (Safra et al., 2000). 

PEGylation helps to avoid opsonization and further elimination by Mononuclear Phagocyte 

System (MPS). By contrast, in some cases, where the disease is affecting precisely the MPS 

such as leishmaniasis, PEGylation is not necessary because MPS uptake is desirable (New, 

Chance, Thomas, & Peters, 1978). Currently, liposomes drug delivery applications extend 

beyond cancer, in antibiotics (Campardelli, Trucillo, & Reverchon, 2018), vaccines (Kanra et 
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al., 2004), and antiviral applications (Croci et al., 2016). New applications include particles 

that encapsulate two different drugs in one carrier, opening the door to custom therapies (Joshi 

et al., 2016; Ma, Kohli, & Smith, 2013). Several liposome-based medications have developed 

and approved by regulatory agencies. Table 1.3 shows liposome approved formulations.  

 

Table 1.3 Approved liposome formulations 
Adapted from Leung et al. (2019, p.12)  

Approval 
Year 

Trade Name Active Agent Lipid Composition Indication 

1993 Epaxal 
(Discontinued) 

Inactivated 
hepatitis A 

virus. 

DOPC:DOPE  
(75:25 molar ratio) 

Hepatitis A 

1995 Doxil Doxorubicin HSPC:Cholesterol: 
PEG 2000-DSPE  

(56:39:5 molar ratio) 

Ovarian, breast 
cancer, Kaposi´s 

sarcoma 

1995 Abelcet Amphotericin B DMPC:DMPG  
(7:3 molar ratio) 

Invasive fungal 
infections. 

1996 DaunoXome Daunorubicin DSPC:Cholesterol  
(2:1 molar ratio) 

AIDS-related 
Kaposi´s 
sarcoma 

1996 Amphotec Amphotericin B Cholesteryl sulphate: 
Amphotericin B  
(1:1 molar ratio) 

Several fungal 
infections 

1997 Ambisome Amphotericin B HSPC:DSPG:Cholest
erol:Amphotericin B 

(2:0.8:1:0.4) 

Presumed fungal 
infections 

1997 Inflexal V 
(recalled) 

Inactivated 
hemaglutinine 
of influenza 

virus strains A 
and B  

DOPC:DOPE  
(75:25 molar ratio) 

Influenza 

1999 Depocyt 
(discontinued)  

Cytarabine/Ara-
C 

Cholesterol:Triolein:
DOPC:DPPG  

(11:1:7:1 molar ratio) 

Neoplastic 
meningitis 
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Approval 
Year 

Trade Name Active Agent Lipid Composition Indication 

2000 Myocet Doxorubicin EPC-Cholesterol  
(55:45 molar ratio) 

Combination 
therapy with 

cyclophosphami
de in metastatic 

breast cancer 
2000 Visudyne Verteporfin EPG:DMPC  

(3:5 molar ratio) 
Choroidal neo-
vascularization 

2004 DepoDur 
(discontinued) 

Morphine 
sulfate 

Cholesterol:Triolein:
DOPC:DPPG 

(11:1:7:1 molar ratio) 

Pain 
management 

2009 Mepact Mifamurtide DOPS:POPC  
(3:7 molar ratio) 

High-grade, 
resectable, non-

metastatic 
osteosarcoma 

2011  Exparel Bupivacaine DEPC,DPPG,CHOL, 
and Tricaprylin 

Pain 
management 

2012 Marqibo Vincristine SM: Cholesterol  
(55:45 molar ratio) 

Acute 
lymphoblastic 

leukemia 

2015 Onivyde Irontecan DSPC:MPEG-2000: 
DSPE  

(3:2:0.015 molar 
ratio) 

Combination 
therapy with 

fluorouracil and 
leucovorin in 

metastatic 
adenocarcinoma 
of the pancreas 

2017 Vyxeos Daunorubicin/C
ytarabine 

DSPC: DSPG:CHOL  
(7:2:1 molar ratio) 

Therapy related 
acute myeloid 

leukemia  
(t-AML) or 
AML with 

myelodysplasia-
related changes 
(AML-MRC) 

2018 Onpattro Patisiran Dlin-MC3-DMA-
PEG200-C-DMG 

Hereditary 
transthyretin-

mediated 
amyloidosis. 
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On the other hand, liposomes can deliver genetic materials inside the cells.  Liposomes offer 

protection against DNase, RNase digestion, as well as improved gene “infectivity” of at least 

100 times compared with naked DNA (Fraley, 1980). These liposomes usually include cationic 

lipids such as DOTAP that allow them to have a positively charged surface (J. H. Felgner et 

al., 1994; P. L. Felgner et al., 1987). It also helps them to interact with negatively charged cell 

membranes. Electrostatic interactions allow the genetic material to attach to liposomes and 

facilitate the intake by cells (Tiago Albertini Balbino et al., 2013).  The combination of the 

genetic material and liposomes is called lipoplex. Liposomes also encapsulate small interfering 

ribonucleic acid (siRNA) (Belliveau et al., 2012) for therapeutic purposes. Recently, 

Onpattro® a gene delivery liposomal formulation was approved. This therapy encapsulates 

siRNA that partially silences the production of a protein that otherwise accumulate, causing 

peripheral neuropathy. As far as the author understanding, this is the only approved therapeutic 

in its class (Hoy, 2018). 

 

Considering the ability of liposomes to reach specific sites by passive and active targeting, they 

are suitable for delivering labeling substances. The accumulation of these substances improves 

the signal intensity required to image particular organs or tissues (Pattni et al., 2015). 

 

By using liposomes, even some typically difficult to access spaces such as retina can be 

attainable by controlling liposomes size and surface characteristics. This approach is used for 

imaging purposes as well as for drug delivery applications, as shown in Figure 1.2. Liposomes 

with different surface properties were loaded with Dil red dye to investigate their penetration 

into the retina (Junsung Lee et al., 2017). 

 

Complex imaging liposomes incorporate moieties for long circulation time, active targeting, 

and radiolabeling. The PEGylated liposomes include in the membranes a polychelating 

amphiphilic polymer heavily loaded with gadolinium as well as a specific antibody for active 

targeting. These sophisticated liposomes allow the enhancement of magnetic resonance (MR) 

imaging (Erdogan, Medarova, Roby, Moore, & Torchilin, 2008).  
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Theragnostic includes in a single liposome, both imaging and therapeutic agents. One example 

of these combined therapies is the use of 99mTechnetium (99mTc) and liposomal DOX to treat 

pleural mesothelioma. An increased uptake measured by the radiolabel and enhanced efficacy 

of chemotherapy was observed (Arrieta et al., 2014). 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Liposomes loaded with Dil red dye in the retina space 
Taken from Junsung Lee et al. (2017, p. 425) 

 
 

Finally, liposomes have applications in the field cosmeceutics, food industry, nutraceuticals, 

and synthetic biology. In cosmeceutics, liposomes have emerged as suitable carriers; their lipid 

components enable liposomes to function as transdermal delivery systems as well as improving 

skin hydration (Rahimpour & Hamishehkar, 2012). Moreover, hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

antioxidants (AO) encapsulated into liposomes penetrate deep into the skin as well as 

enhancing AO stability (Van Tran et al., 2019). Alternatively, liposomes can carry nutritive 

value ingredients such as vitamins, antioxidants, among others. These components might 

change food flavor when they are introduced into the food in their free form. However, with 

liposome encapsulation, these taste distortions can be prevented (Khorasani, Danaei, & 
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Mozafari, 2018), facilitating food fortification. Liposomes membranes and cell membranes are 

quite similar; for that reason, liposomes are also used to produce synthetic cells (Stano, 2018). 

 

In brief, liposome applications are growing every day. The availability of suitable production 

means is crucial to keeping the momentum of this field. 

 

1.3 Liposomes production methods 

There are several liposome preparation techniques at the laboratory scale. For instance, the 

Bangham method begins with lipid dissolved in an organic solvent, then the mixture is dried 

and finally dispersed in aqueous media under agitation leading to liposome formation 

(Bangham, De Gier, & Greville, 1967). Most of the conventional methods use batch 

approaches, such as reverse-evaporation method (Szoka & Papahadjopoulos, 1978), 

electroformation (Angelova & Dimitrov, 1988), ethanol injection (Batzri & Korn, 1973), 

freeze-thaw (Costa, Xu, & Burgess, 2014), and cross-flow injection (Wagner, Vorauer-Uhl, 

Kreismayr, & Katinger, 2002). Generally, conventional methods lead to polydispersed vesicle 

populations that required further treatment for reducing the size and lamellarity by breaking 

them using mechanical methods, such as sonication, extrusion, handshaking, or freeze-thaw 

method.  

 

On the other hand, in-line mixing methods revolve around the injection of a lipid diluted in 

ethanol into water stirred under a pressure of 10 lb/in2 using N2. Liposomes are formed by 

convective-diffusive mixing (Batzri & Korn, 1973). Mixing could be improved by joining the 

aqueous media and lipids in ethanol streams into a special mixing compartment. Industrial-

scale in-line static mixers are available for multiple applications (Thakur, Vial, Nigam, 

Nauman, & Djelveh, 2003), and some of them are used for liposome preparation (Baker & 

Heriot, 2005). 

 

More recently, novel liposome preparation methods focus on solving problems related to 

conventional approaches. For example, avoiding organic solvent remains as in the supercritical 
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fluids method (Castor, 1996; Magnan, Badens, Commenges, & Charbit, 2000; Otake, Imura, 

Sakai, & Abe, 2001), improving encapsulation efficiency as in the freeze-thaw method (Costa 

et al., 2014) and homogenization of liposome preparation conditions as in dual asymmetric 

centrifugation  (Massing, Cicko, & Ziroli, 2008). Some other approaches use active external 

energy forces to homogenize size as in adaptative focused acoustics (AFA) (Shen, Kakumanu, 

Beckett, & Laugharn Jr, 2015). 

 

On the other hand, microfluidic devices are used to produce liposomes. These bottom-up based 

production methods such as the pulse jet flow method (Funakoshi, Suzuki, & Takeuchi, 2007) 

focus on improving the control over liposome size, one liposome at the time production or 

multiple at the time as in the membrane contactor method (Jaafar-Maalej, Charcosset, & Fessi, 

2011). Finally, micromixers offer not only precise control over liposome size, but also 

reproducibility and scalability by parallelization means (Andreas Jahn, Vreeland, Gaitan, & 

Locascio, 2004).  

 

Remarkably, micromixers have proven to be suitable for controlling the bottom-up process of 

liposome synthesis in a continuous-flow way improving reproducibility with precise control 

over liposome size and size distribution. Moreover, these devices can easily be parallelized to 

increase the production rate even more. Of all the universe of micromixers, only a few have 

been studied for liposome manufacturing.  

 

1.4 Liposome production using micromixers  

Micromixers offer an alternative to improve control over liposomes production variables such 

as size and size distribution. Typically, an organic solvent, where the lipids are initially diluted 

in, is mixed with an aqueous solvent. The rapid replacement of the organic solvent by the 

aqueous solvent (polar) produces an increase in the medium polarity, causing liposomes to 

self-assemble (Andreas Jahn, Lucas, Wepf, & Dittrich, 2013). This process is similar to the 

ethanol injection method; however, the mixing process is better controlled. Typically, 

microfluidic devices operate under laminar flow conditions enabling stable fluid interfaces. 
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Micromixers use microchannels with width sizes ranging from 10 to 500µm. At this scale, 

viscous forces are dominant over inertial forces, and laminar flow is common, leading to 

uniform mixing conditions and mixing time in the order of milliseconds (Nguyen & Wu, 2005). 

The main transport phenomena in micromixers are molecular diffusion (B. Knight, 

Vishwanath, Brody, & Austin, 1998), chaotic-advection (M. G. Lee, Choi, & Park, 2009; 

Stroock et al., 2002; Thiermann et al., 2012), and Taylor dispersion (Nguyen, 2012a). The last 

two principles can be combined in micromixers that produce folding and lamination. 

 

Micromixers are classified as active and passive. Active mixers regularly rely on forces other 

than fluid pumping for perturbing the flow in the microchannels such as surface acoustic waves 

(SAW) (M. C. Jo & Guldiken, 2013). By contrast, passive micromixers rely only on the 

pumping energy and geometry to produce flow perturbations to enhance mixing. Usually, 

passive micromixers are relatively easy to fabricate because they do not require active elements 

as opposed to active micromixers (Lin & Basuray, 2011). Considering that liposome 

production tends to move towards simplicity, most of the micromixers used for liposome 

preparation have taken the passive approach pondering the relatively good results in liposomes 

size control and reproducibility. 

 

1.4.1 Molecular diffusion-based micromixers for liposome production 

Molecular diffusion is a physical phenomenon produced by Brownian motion. This 

phenomenon explains the net movement of particles from a high concentration to a low 

concentration region. The first micromixer used to produce liposomes in continuous-flow was 

the microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing mixer (MHF)  (Andreas Jahn et al., 2004). This 

micromixer was based on pure molecular diffusion.  

  

MHF provides laminar flows combined with relatively homogenous physical properties along 

with the mixing fluid interfaces, producing highly monodisperse liposome populations. A 

typical MHF device is a cross junction, with a continuous phase flowing from lateral inlets and 
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a dispersed phase flowing from the internal channel-focused by external flow (Carugo, Bottaro, 

Owen, Stride, & Nastruzzi, 2016). The dispersed flow is typically a lipid dissolved in an 

organic solvent, and the continuous phase is an aqueous solvent. The diffusion of the organic 

solvent in the aqueous solvent creates zones of low organic solvent concentration (or high 

polarity), forcing liposomes to self-assemble. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Flow focusing production method (a) Numerical model 
(b) DiIC18 fluorescence intensity during liposome formation 

Taken from Jahn et al. (2004, p.2674) 
 
 

One of the firsts vesicle formation studies using MHF introduced a fluorescent dye 1,1'-

Dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-Tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate (DiIC18) to study liposome 

formation. This dye increases its quantum efficiency when it is trapped inside a lipid membrane 

so that this dye can be used as a marker of liposome formation. In the study, Jahn et al. used 

this dye jointly with lipid in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solution to mark liposomes self-assembly. 

Using MHF, the authors showed the location where the liposomes were formed, and they 

compared these results with a numerical model. The liposomes were formed in the areas where 
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IPA concentration is critically diluted (40 wt %), as is shown in Figure 1.3 (Andreas Jahn et 

al., 2004). 

 

There is a relationship between the flow rate ratio (FRR) (aqueous/organic solvent) and the 

size of resulting liposomes (Andreas Jahn, Vreeland, DeVoe, Locascio, & Gaitan, 2007). 

Vesicles are smaller at higher ratios. For example, at a 30:1 ratio, liposomes had a diameter of 

30 nm. When the FRR is 10:1, the size is approximately 70 nm (Carugo et al., 2016). The 

relation is non-linear, and it does not extend much above 70:1 ratio. By contrast, the 

relationship between lipid concentration in the initial solution and particle is non-proportional. 

Finally, the total flow rate (TFR), which is the sum of all the flows in the device, has shown 

little influence over particle size for this type of device. The control over FRR leads to 

relatively easy size tuning and monodispersed populations with less than 10% of standard 

deviation. Moreover, no additional steps are required for liposome homogenization. However,  

some organic solvent residues remain inside the vesicles, and extra purification steps are 

needed, such as dialysis (Andreas Jahn et al., 2010). Finally, the FRR required to achieve small 

liposomes is high, resulting in highly diluted liposomes.  

 

Active approaches, together with MHF for liposome production, have been explored. Such as 

submerging the microfluidic device in a water bath, to later be subjected to sonication. This 

approach was able to reduce liposome size from 150 nm to 50 nm under constant flow 

conditions (Huang et al., 2010). Another method involved the use of SAW, where the power 

of the waves was related to a liposome size decrease. The lipoplexes created using this method 

yield liposomes with a size of 20 nm (Westerhausen et al., 2016).   

 

One logical approach to increase mixing performance in the MHF using only molecular 

diffusion is increasing the focused area using three-dimensional microfluidic hydrodynamic 

focusing (3D- MHF). Typically, the synthesis of LNPs occurs in rectangular microchannels 

that are costly to produce because the fabrication process involves a soft lithography process 

which requires a clean room to prepare masks and molds. Instead, 3D-MHF is realized using 

a commercially available annular array of capillarity tubes, as shown in Figure 1.4. The central 
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stream is focused on all directions leading to an increased area of contact. This approach 

improved diffusion and increasing the size uniformity of liposomes. Liposomes produced 

under similar conditions in the 3D-MHF showed a reduced polydispersity index1(PDI) two 

times smaller compared with a traditional MHF device (0.044 vs. 0.083). As expected, a 

reduction in the size of the orifice led to smaller liposomes populations (Renee R. Hood et al., 

2014). However, the resulting liposomes were highly diluted. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic of 3D-MHF liposome formation device 
Taken from Hood et al. (2014, p. 2405) 

 
 
Additionally, the coaxial turbulent Jet in Co-Flow method was introduced as a modification of 

the ethanol injection method. This method is similar to the 3D-MHF in its mixing strategy. By 

contrast, authors explored larger volume flows up to 50mL/min compared with 1.5 mL/ min 

for the 3D-MHF creating turbulent flow inside the channels. Channels were much larger 

compared with the 3D-MHF (63 to 255 µm vs. ~500 to 3000 µm). An interesting result was 

the relationship between the Reynolds number Re of the mixture and liposome size, showing 

                                                 
 
1 Liposome average size homogeneity. A low PDI value means more homogenous liposome populations.  
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that monodispersed and small particles are highly related to increase Re numbers, and it is 

independent of flow velocity ratios (Costa, Xu, Khan, & Burgess, 2016).  

 

In a separate study, the influence of the temperature in liposome size in MHF devices relating 

lipid bilayer membrane flexibility to variations in size was addressed. It was found that for 

most of the lipids, liposome size decreased with temperature (Zook & Vreeland, 2010). 

Afterward, this relationship appeared once again in a publication related to transfection (Wi, 

Oh, Chae, & Kim, 2012), where only two different temperatures were studied with similar 

results. 

 

Liposome formulations that are already in the market, such as Doxil®, have a final 

concentration of around 8 mM (Carugo et al., 2016). Usually, MHF mixers start with a lipid 

concentration between 5 mM to 80 mM. This initial concentration is further diluted to achieve 

LNPs in the order of 10-40 times resulting in extremely low final lipid concentrations, thus 

low productivity.  

 

The next research efforts were focused on overcoming the low final lipid concentration by 

considering a way to increase the diffusion area of the diluted phase as well as the liposomes 

production yield. The VFF approach addresses the problem by creating high aspect ratio 

channels (100:1). This strategy keeps the monodispersity and control over the size of LNPs. 

The diffusion contact area is increased even more than 3D-MHF. The increased flow capacity 

of the high-aspect-ratio channels improves the micromixer liposomes throughput. At the same 

time, this microfluidic device keeps the well-known characteristics of MHF micromixers, such 

as laminar flows, short diffusion scale, and uniform mixing conditions. The demonstrated 

production rate of VFF is as high as 95 mg/h, improving liposomes yield by almost three orders 

of magnitude compared with normal MHF. Unfortunately, at a liposome size of 70 nm, the 

device reaches an asymptotic behavior, where even by increasing FRR, the liposome size 

remains the same. This behavior prevents liposome size from decreasing more (R. R. Hood & 

DeVoe, 2015). Figure 1.5 contrasts the planar MHF and VFF.  
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Dimensional considerations, including the aspect-ratio, were later studied, supporting what 

was reported earlier by Hood et al. Liposome size increases with the aspect ratio of MHF 

devices (Michelon, Oliveira, de Figueiredo Furtado, Gaziola de la Torre, & Cunha, 2017). 

Also, an integrated method that included liposome production and active drug loading was 

presented (R. R. Hood, Vreeland, & DeVoe, 2014). Recently novel fabrication approaches 

such as stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing have been investigated together with high aspect 

ratio devices from 1 to 4 that are complicated to realize with standard soft lithography. The 

study resulted in devices capable of controlling liposome size easily as in a normal MHF, with 

the advantage that device fabrication is greatly simplified (Chen, Han, Shumate, Fedak, & 

DeVoe, 2019). 

 

 

Figure 1.5 a) Numerical models comparing the ethanol 
concentration profiles for VFF and MHF devices  

b) Photograph of multilayer VFF with an aspect ratio of 100:1 
Taken from Hood & DeVoe (2015, p.5792) 
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The original MHF device was used for transfection and gene functionalization (Tiago A. 

Balbino et al., 2013; Tiago A. Balbino, Serafin, Radaic, de Jesus, & de la Torre, 2017), 

bacteriophages encapsulation (Cinquerrui, Mancuso, Vladisavljević, Bakker, & Malik, 2018), 

drug encapsulation (Amrani & Tabrizian, 2018; Zizzari et al., 2017) and even for 

functionalizing other liposomes (Jia et al., 2016).  

 

In summary, MHF is a well-established device for liposome production. The uniformity of 

physical and chemical conditions along the channel enables these passive mixers to prepare 

highly monodisperse liposomes with controlled size by varying FRR. Moreover, flow 

laminarity plays a crucial role in liposome size control that requires more in-depth studies. 

Unfortunately, liposome production rate and lipid concentration for most of the devices remain 

below commercially available product standards limiting the translation of the technology from 

clinical to industrial scale. Additionally, solvent remains are not discussed or investigated in 

detail for their possible replacement or filtration. There are still opportunities and questions to 

solve. For example, recent studies using this micromixer found that the ionic strength of the 

aqueous solvent is directly related to liposomes size (Perli, Pessoa, Balbino, & de la Torre, 

2019). 

 

1.4.2 Chaotic advection-based micromixers for liposome production 

Previously presented devices are designed to increase the diffusion surface area and reduce the 

diffusion path length. By contrast, chaotic advection micromixers add obstacles in the fluid 

main advection direction to produce flow patterns.(Capreto, Cheng, Hill, & Zhang, 2011) This 

type of micromixer  is discussed in depth in the next paragraphs.  

 

The staggered herringbone micromixer (SHM) and similar micromixers, use small asymmetric 

depression in the floor channels to create chaotic advection in a short length, increasing the 

diffuse mixing by “rotating the flow” (Stroock et al., 2002) as shown in Figure 1.6. Laminar 

streams of lipids in ethanol and aqueous buffers are injected in different inlets of SHM. 

Herringbone structures induce chaotic advection causing at a critical polarity point the 
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formation of LNPs (Zhigaltsev et al., 2012). A typical SHM is shown in Figure 1.7. The SHM 

enables more effective diffusional mixing and the ability to create “limit size” liposomes in the 

range of 20 nm, which means that they are the smallest possible particles considering molecular 

constraints. The device achieves a mixing time of 3 ms (Belliveau et al., 2012). The authors 

argue that a parallelize ensemble using 6 SHM micromixers with a TFR of 72 mL/min, can 

produce 580 mg/h of lipids compared to 95 mg/h for VFF (Belliveau et al., 2012). 

 

 

Figure 1.6 Mixing inside a SHM.The micrographs are a 
cross-section view at different distances from the 

beginning of the channel 
Taken from Stroock et al. (2002, p.649) 
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Figure 1.7 Herringbone structures induce chaotic advection of the laminar streams. 
Dimensions of the mixing channel are 200µm x 79 µm, and herringbone structure 

is 31 µm high and 50 µm thick 
Taken from Zhigaltsev et al. (2012, p.3634) 

 
 

After the introduction of a commercially available nanoparticle production system called the 

NanoAssemblr® by Precision Nanosystems, the publications using this system have increased 

dramatically (Hamano et al., 2019; Khadke et al., 2019). The liposome formation investigation 

in the SHM translated to more clinical and correlational studies of variables, except for a few 

works in the area (Maeki et al., 2017). For instance, transfection effectivity was optimized 

based on TFR and FRR using as a control a commercially available Lipofectamine® from 

ThermoFisher. The results showed that FRR is highly related to transfection effectivity as 

opposed to TFR, which controls only the device's productivity (Kastner et al., 2014). Later the 

same group investigated the encapsulation of poorly soluble drugs (propofol) by introducing 

them directly with lipids in the organic solvent. They compared the encapsulation efficiency 

among other parameters with the thin hydration method. The results showed an encapsulation 

efficiency above 50% for the microfluidic method and 20% for the conventional hydration 

method (Kastner, Verma, Lowry, & Perrie, 2015). More recently, the DoE was used to control 

and optimize liposome size (Sedighi et al., 2019) of therapeutic liposome formulations.  
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Furthermore, with the same microfluidic platform, the encapsulation of two drugs at the same 

time, in a single step process, was achieved (metformin and glipizide), one hydrophobic, and 

the other hydrophilic. In the same work, four different binary mixtures and four different lipids 

were tested to investigate their influence in liposome size. It was found that the smallest 

liposomes were produced with a binary mixture of methanol and phosphate buffer saline 

solution (PBS) using 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC) lipids (Joshi et al., 

2016).  

 

Recently, with the help of NanoAssemblr®, conventional analysis of SHM liposome 

characteristics was performed, confirming previous results about the relation of FRR, liposome 

size.TFR demonstrated to be an almost independent variable. The research group investigated 

the drug release profiles of different liposomes formulations and their relationship with lipid 

composition, size, and type of drug encapsulated (Guimarães Sá Correia, Briuglia, Niosi, & 

Lamprou, 2017). The approach can be applied to other kinds of micromixers.  

 

On the other hand, the removal of the organic solvent and the non-incorporated drug remnants 

has been one of the challenges of liposome production using micromixers. Recently, using a 

SHM, online purification, and characterization were accomplished (Forbes et al., 2019). This 

filtration is done by connecting the device directly to a tangential flow filtration (TFF) device, 

leaving only 1% of the non -incorporated drug leftovers (Dimov, Kastner, Hussain, Perrie, & 

Szita, 2017). However, these approaches require additional steps or are not integrated into the 

same microfluidic chip.  

 

More recently, a flow-focusing device with staggered herringbone structures was presented as 

chaotic advection-based microfluidic device (CA-MD), as shown in Figure 1.8. The CA-MD 

device influence over liposome properties was contrasted with an MHF-like device. This 

assessment was made to compare molecular diffusion with chaotic advection mixing 

approaches and their result in liposome properties. Cationic liposomes (CL), as well as stealth 

liposomes (SL) liposomes, were produced under the same conditions. The flow conditions used 

were a FRR = 10 and a variable TFR from 100 to 1500 µL/min, for the CA-MD. Liposome 
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diameter showed multiple particle populations indicating agglomerations. This result is an 

indication of disorganized aggregation caused by chaotic advection. Consequently, PDI values 

were from 0.4 and up to 0.8 for both CLs and SLs as opposed to the MHF-like device, which 

showed monomodal liposome populations.  The CA-MD showed better results when the FRR 

was reduced to 1 at different TFRs resulting in a PDI around 0.2. Due to the high ethanol 

content derived from this approach, a centrifugal vacuum concentrator was used to remove 

ethanol from the final liposome mix (Eş et al., 2020). These results show that the mixing 

approach selected has a crucial influence over liposome physicochemical properties.  

 

 

Figure 1.8 Chaotic advection-based microfluidic Device (CA-MD) 
Taken from Es et al. (2020, p.4) 

 
 

In conclusion, SHM, compared with MHF, has an increased liposome production rate due to 

the smaller FRR required for LNPs synthesis, an increased flow rate, and the ability to produce 

limit size liposomes. Chaotic advection micromixers have shown promising results. Recent 

works have established a connection between mixing and liposome size in this type of 

micromixer. A fast mixing result in smaller liposomes, which self-assembly under specific 

organic solvent concentrations (Maeki et al., 2017). However, this approach not always results 

in monomodal liposome populations. Unfortunately, SHM devices also suffer from clogging 

(Kimura et al., 2018), and are laborious to produce because of their 3D features. Finally, more 

research is needed to find innovative mixing strategies that could lead to more effective and 

fast mixing with easy to fabricate devices. 
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1.4.3 Fluid lamination and folding 

Lamination refers to the strategy of separating a single streamline into multiple zones to 

increase the diffusion area, enhancing the mixing process (Löb et al., 2004). On the other hand, 

these laminae can be folded and even make them collide with each other to further increase 

mixing performance. The use of circular paths creates centripetal forces that, under certain 

circumstances, can produce chaotic advection. Only a few of these types of micromixers have 

been explored in liposome production. 

 

The Tesla valve is a geometry-based check valve, which allows the fluid to move in one 

direction only. This geometry also laminates and recombine the flow inside it. Using this 

geometry, lipid-based nanoparticles were synthesized. A mixture of poly lactic-co-glycolic 

acid (PLGA) and 1, 2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-poly (ethylene glycol) 

(DSPE- PEG) lipids were used to produce nanoparticles from 40 to 250 nm. The surface of the 

nanoparticles was modified with different functional groups such as COOH connected to the 

amphiphilic molecules to study its effects on zeta potential and liposomes size. These particles 

encapsulated quantum dots for imaging purposes (Valencia et al., 2010). Further exploration 

of temperature or geometry influence of this structure is not discussed. 

 

To reduce organic solvent remains and improve the control over the size of theragnostic 

lipoplexes, a split and recombine device was investigated together with electrospraying. First, 

reagents were mixed as usual, but at the outlet, an electrospray nozzle broke the liquid in tiny 

droplets to rapidly evaporate the organic solvent. Liposomes were trapped using PBS (Y. Wu 

et al., 2012). However, the final concentration of produced liposomes is in the order of 1.5 

mg/mL, with a size of 195 nm.  

 

Furthermore, the semicircular contraction expansion array (CEA) based micromixers was 

implemented successfully to produce liposomes. The CEA structures induce Dean Vortices by 

splitting and redirecting the flow, creating multiple laminae. The results showed a 90% mixing 
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efficiency for channels with 30 semicircular structures producing liposomes with a mean size 

of 150 nm.  The lipid concentration remained constant for the entire experiment (10 mM), so 

no discussion is provided about its influence over liposome size, or temperature (Jisun Lee et 

al., 2013).  

 

Recently, liposome size modulation in steps of 10 nm has been demonstrated for a range from 

20 to 100 nm using a baffle structure. This structure has a squared shape serpentine.  Liposome 

size decreased as FRR and TFR were increased; however, after TFR = 30 mL/h vortices start 

to appear according to presented numerical models at the same time, liposome size reduction 

starts plateauing. Liposomes produced using the invasive lipid nanoparticle production device 

(iLiNP) were used as gene carriers.  

 

More recently, an active mixing device which uses SAW to acoustically excite bubbles and 

sharp edges create vortices that enhance mixing. The minimum size liposome produced was 

around 65 nm, with a maximum production rate of 2 mg/ mL, which is comparable to the first 

MHF device (Rasouli & Tabrizian, 2019).  

 

Additionally, the analysis of the diffusion process using a pH indicator has been performed in 

structures with curvilinear paths to validate numerical models. These results were contrasted 

with MHF devices. Different FRR and TFR were evaluated. The authors concluded that adding 

curvilinear paths improve the mixing performance (Bottaro, Mosayyebi, Carugo, & Nastruzzi, 

2017). 

 

2D-dimensional mixer devices based on Dean flow dynamics combine multiple principles to 

mix lipids and produce liposomes. They are easier to fabricate compared with structures such 

as the SHM.  However, these micromixers have not been in-depth investigated as the ones 

based on molecular diffusion and chaotic advection micromixers on liposome production. 

There is a lack of understanding of how these micromixers produce liposomes. Additionally, 

there are no available statistical models for these devices regarding liposome production. 

Finally, it is not known how different organic mixtures will influence liposome properties. 
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1.4.4 Micromixers for liposome production evolution 

In summary, micromixers improve the control over liposome size and size distribution by 

creating uniform conditions for liposomes self-assembly; however, several parameters are still 

to be improved before translating all the benefits of micromixing to commercial use. Since the 

beginning of the 2000’s, a significant growing trend was recorded in the research of 

micromixers. The use of micromixers for liposome preparation was reported in 2004 (Andreas 

Jahn et al., 2004) based on previous mixing studies (B. Knight et al., 1998). There is a gap of 

six years between the first investigations in just mixing and the research of liposome 

preparation using a specific micromixer. At the time, the results were encouraging, and some 

significant improvements have been made since then. The same applies to the SHM, a highly 

successful micromixer that was first introduced by Stroock in 2002 and in-depth studied for 

liposome preparation in 2012 by Belliveau and others, which occurred ten years after. The 

research was performed by the group, which produced the NanoAssemblr® Platform, a 

successful device commercially available for pharmaceutical and biology research. 

 

However, there are still many potential micromixers that need to be studied and evaluated from 

a liposome manufacturing perspective as well as how critical production factors relate to 

liposome properties. For example, the crisscross micromixer (CM) can theoretically mix at a 

faster rate than the SHM (Wang, Yang, & Lyu, 2007). This micromixer has never used for 

liposomes production.  

 

Figure 1.9 summarizes liposome production evolution using micromixers. The arrows 

represent shared fundamental principles. The micromixers investigated before for liposome 

production are colored in green. In brown are the ones that need more research. Finally, in red, 

there are examples of micromixers which have never been used in liposome production. 
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Figure 1.9 Liposome production using micromixers evolution 
 
 

In this work, we proposed a new micromixer based on Dean flow dynamics to produce both 

chaotic advection and Taylor dispersion by alternatively changing centripetal forces vector 

direction and speed. The PDM, which will be presented in the following chapters, was never 

used for liposome production. This dissertation work focuses on the investigation of liposome 

production in this device.  

 

1.5 Patents and companies working on the field 

This section's objective is to give the reader a general overview of the patents related to 

liposome production as well as key market players, supplementary to the thesis body, and by 

no means an exhaustive market assessment.  
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There are several liposome patents granted for specific production methods such as 

supercritical fluids (Castor, 1996; Castor & Chu, 1998). These patents are currently expired as 

well as others using technologies from the early 90s and 2000s (Baker & Heriot, 2005).  Newly 

developed methods, such as focused acoustics, have been recently patented (Beckett, 

Laugharn, & Kakumanu, 2017). 

 

On the other hand, there are active patents for creating liposomes using micromixers, expressly 

the MHF device patent was granted in 2015, and it will expire until 2030 (A. Jahn, Vreeland, 

Locascio, & Gaitan, 2015). From the same group, a previously discussed device capable of 

actively loading drugs into liposomes was patented recently (R. Hood & Devoe, 2019). A 

patent related to the SHM production of liposomes was tried but abandoned later, by the 

University of British Columbia.  

 

Lately, researchers and companies have focused their efforts on patenting liposomes 

formulations themselves for specific applications such as transfection (Ramsay et al., 2019) 

and drug delivery (Richter, Zelig, Elmalak, & Eyal, 2018), or with general functions such as 

encapsulating two drugs in the same shell (Tardi, Harasym, Webb, & Shew, 2010). The field 

is moving from research towards commercially available solutions, thus securing intellectual 

property is fundamental in this area of research.  

 

Regarding the liposome production market, a key player is Precision Nanosystems. It is a 

company based in Vancouver. This company, like many others, originated from Pieter Cullis’ 

laboratory or Nanomedicines Research group. This business has patented different parts of its 

nanoparticle production system, such as the micromixers cartridges (Fang et al., 2017) for their 

platform called the NanoAssemblr™. Another company with a commercial liposome 

production system is Dolomite, with its Liposome Synthesis Systems (Dolomite, 2020), which 

uses an MHF that can be connected in parallel. The field is growing momentum as more 

researchers rely on micromixers to produce liposomes, so more liposome formulations are 

expected to reach the market soon.  
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1.6 Chapter 1 conclusions 

So far, we have presented different strategies for producing liposomes. We mainly focused on 

those based on micromixers. Some micromixers rely on improving molecular diffusion by 

increasing the interface area and reducing the diffusive path. Others involve complicated 

geometries to produce chaotic advection.  

 

New alternatives combining multiple mixing principles and new micromixers designs tailored 

to liposome production nuances might help to improve the production rate and the usability of 

micromixers. This evolution, at the same time, must preserve what makes micromixers an 

excellent option to produce liposomes, size control, reproducibility, and scalability by 

parallelization means. Dean flow dynamics-based micromixers have shown the same control 

over liposome size than previously characterized micromixers, but they are easier to fabricate.  

 

Research is required to model both mixing and liposomes physiochemical properties as well 

as clearing or substituting harmful organic solvents. Currently, research facilities involved in 

liposome production are moving these technologies to the market. It is expected that the 

liposome applications will significantly grow in the near future.  

 

In the next chapter, the principles of mixing and liposome formation are detailed, as well as 

the materials and methods used in this work. 

 





 

 
CHAPTER 2 

 
 

LIPOSOME FORMATION IN DEAN DYNAMICS FLOW BASED MICROMIXERS 
DEVICES: THEORY, MATERIALS, AND METHODS 

In this chapter, the basic concepts of liposome formation theory are introduced. Additionally, 

the nanoprecipitation method is explained and generalized for other nanoparticles and 

connected with the relevance of the mixing process. Furthermore, the relevant principles of 

mixing at microscale are discussed for Dean Dynamics Flow-based micromixers. Finally, 

materials and methods are described in general; more specific explanations are found in the 

following chapters. 

 

2.1 Liposome formation theory 

The liposome formation process can be explained from an energy point of view, as stated in 

previous works (Lasic, 1988; Lasič, 1987). This model states that first, lipids will aggregate in 

a transitional disk-shaped lipid bilayer structure with an energy-related to its edge caused by 

hydrophobic tails exposition to the aqueous media and proportional to the disk perimeter. At 

this stage, new lipids may add to the disk structure or break into smaller fragments if structures 

are destabilized; this could be achieved by electrical fields, also known as electroformation 

(Angelova & Dimitrov, 1988). The energy related to the edges can be reduced by closing the 

disks into spheres, but this at the same time involves an energy penalty associated with the 

bending energy. The system total energy increases as the disk-shaped structures bend. When 

vesicles are closed, the overall energy decreases trapping liposomes in a high energy level state 

(Patil & Jadhav, 2014) as shown in Figure 2.1A.  The energy additions to the system in 

micromixers come from the change in medium polarity. This change is caused by the rapid 

mixing result of pumping the fluid into the microchannels for passive micromixers.  

 

On hydration methods, the deposited stack of lipid bilayers could be slowly separated by high-

shear forces leading to MLV liposomes. On the other hand, the fast separation aided by electric 
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fields with no shear forces will lead to unilamellar liposomes (Patil & Jadhav, 2014).  Figure 

2.1B shows both processes.  

 

The lipid bilayer elastic bending energy is influenced by temperature, lipid type, and fatty acid 

chain length. Furthermore, the addition of different components to the main lipid mixture, such 

as cholesterol, further change this parameter by making the lipid bilayer membrane stiffer, thus 

affecting liposome properties (Zook & Vreeland, 2010).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic showing the liposome formation 
process explained by energetic considerations 

Taken from Patil & Jadhav (2014, p.9) 
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Considering free energy, the lipid stacks or lipid aggregates have the lowest energy, followed 

by MLVs.  To achieve LUVs and SUVs, more energy needs to be added to the system. The 

higher free energy level SUVs will agglomerate into LUVs and MLVs after some weeks 

(Lasic, 1988). Figure 2.2 shows this energy transitions. This agglomeration can be delayed or 

prevented if liposomes zeta potential values are above or below +/-30 mV (Kumar & Dixit, 

2017), or if particles are sterically stabilized (Cheung & Al-Jamal, 2019).  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Energy diagram of lipid aggregates as they move 
from phospholipid aggregates to SUVs 

Adapted from Lasic (1988, p.2) 
 
 
2.2 Nanoprecipitation method and mixing  

The nanoprecipitation method, also known as the solvent displacement method, is the base 

principle of several nanoparticle preparation approaches such as the ethanol injection and 

micromixers. The first reported nanoparticles created using the nanoprecipitation method were 

made of poly-(D,L-lactide) encapsulating indomethacin drugs (Fessi, Puisieux, Devissaguet, 

Ammoury, & Benita, 1989). In general, the method consisted of diluting the shell or capsule 
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reagents first into a suitable solvent (in this case, acetone), then pouring this solution into an 

aqueous solvent (water) where nanocapsules are formed.  

 

Nanoprecipitation, in its simplest form, mixes two different phases. One phase contains a film-

forming material of amphiphilic nature (e.g. lipids) diluted into an organic solvent (e.g. 

ethanol) where lipophilic substances such as drugs or surfactants could be added. The second 

phase contains an aqueous solvent (e.g. water) where additional hydrophilic components could 

be diluted in. As these two phases mix under stirring, nanoparticles are self-assembled 

(Martinez Paino, Santos, & Zucolotto, 2017).   

 

Mixing proved to be crucial for controlling liposome characteristics. In the ethanol injection 

method, mixing is controlled by the stirring speed. An increase in the mixing rate avoids the 

formation of large vesicles (Batzri & Korn, 1973).  

 

Another critical aspect to consider in the liposome formation process is the medium in which 

liposomes are formed. In these organic-aqueous solvent mixtures, also known as binary 

mixtures, properties, such as density, viscosity, polarity, and mutual diffusion coefficient, 

directly depend on the concentration of binary mixture components affecting the mixing 

process. In a few experimental works, the authors have calculated these properties at several 

different ratios between organic and aqueous solvents (González, Calvar, Gómez, & 

Domínguez, 2007; Pratt & Wakeham, 1974).  

 

For liposome formation in micromixers, mixing means the change in polarity at which lipids 

are exposed, as the mixing occurs, polarity increases. How fast polarity changes reduce the 

time for intermediate disk-structures to increase their size, resulting in smaller liposomes. In 

this work, previous models and experimental results will be used to discuss such influence 

(Bosch & Rosés, 1992; Langhals, 1982). 
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2.3 Mixing theory 

In the context of this work, mixing is the transport of diluted species to increase homogeneity. 

Mixing, in the case of nanoprecipitation, results in a change of lipids into liposomes by mixing 

a low polarity organic solvent with high polarity aqueous solvent. Micromixers are governed 

exactly by the same physics as their macro counterparts; however, there are dimensional 

scaling consequences. For example, the surface area-to-volume ratio, surface tension, and 

diffusion do not scale linearly. 

 

Microfluidic devices typically operate under laminar flow as a direct consequence of their 

dimensions. Meaning that fluid flows smoothly. Viscous forces dominate over inertial forces, 

the velocity at any location inside the liquid is invariant with time when boundary conditions 

are constant. Mixing at this scale only occurs by molecular diffusion, chaotic advection, and 

Taylor Dispersion (Nguyen, 2012a). On the other hand, turbulent flow is characterized by the 

dominance of inertial forces over viscous forces; the motion is random in space and time; mass 

transport occurs in all directions. Reynolds number defines if a flow is laminar or turbulent 

and is described by Equation (2.1). 

 

 𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝜇 =  𝑢𝐷𝑣  (2.1) 

 

Where 𝑢 is the flow velocity 𝜌 is the fluid density, μ is dynamic viscosity, 𝑣 is kinematic 

viscosity and 𝐷  is a hydraulic diameter. The latter depends on the dimensions and shape of 

the channels. 

 

Because of laminar flow, most of the mixing in microfluidics occurs by passive molecular 

diffusion and advection.  Molecular diffusion is the Brownian motion of molecules from a 

region of high concentration to one with a low concentration; it depends on temperature, the 

viscosity of the fluid, and the size of particles, and it is defined by Fick´s first law shown in 

Equation (2.2).  
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 𝑗 = −𝐷 𝑑𝑐𝑑𝑥 (2.2) 

 

Where 𝑗 is the diffusion flux, D is the diffusion coefficient, 𝑐 is the concentration of the species, 

and x is the position of the species. For spherical particles, D can be calculated from the 

Einstein-Stokes equation shown next. 

 𝐷 = 𝑘𝑇6𝜋𝜇𝑅 (2.3) 

 

Where k is the Boltzmann´s constant, T is the absolute temperature, R is the radius of the 

particles, and 𝜇 is the viscosity of the medium. The time required for a species to diffuse scales 

quadratically with the distance covered.  

 

Taylor dispersion arises in fluids were a distributed velocity field is present. For example, in a 

Poiseuille flow. The pipe walls are considered to have a non-slip condition resulting in a 

parabolic profile (Senturia, 2001). When two miscible liquids are mixed, it appears that the 

diluted species is stretching in the advection direction in the middle of the pipe (Nguyen, 

2012b). This diffusion D* is characterized by the next equation. 

 𝐷∗ = 𝐷 + 2ℎ 𝑢105𝐷  
(2.4) 

 

Where D is the original diffusion coefficient, and 2h represents the gap between the pipes and 𝑢 is the average velocity in the advection direction. 

 

Chaotic advection is defined as a phenomenon in which a pure Eulerian velocity leads to a 

chaotic response. It is essential to mention that a fluid can be chaotic and laminar at the same 

time; this must not be confused with turbulence. At any given point, the velocity components 

stay constant in laminar flow, while for turbulent flow, they change randomly. Under chaotic 
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advection, diluted species diverge exponentially, enhancing the mixing process. (Nguyen, 

2012b).  This chaotic advection could be created by adding obstacles in the path of laminar 

flow or by adding curvilinear paths that create centripetal forces that induce the formation of 

vortices, also known as Dean Vortices.  

 

The Dean Number characterizes the formation of Dean Vortices. It is the ratio between 

centrifugal forces and inertial forces (Nguyen, 2012b). It is calculated using (2.5) 

 

 𝐷𝑒 = 𝑅𝑒 𝐷2𝑅  
(2.5) 

 

Where 𝐷  is the hydraulic diameter, 𝑅𝑒  is the Reynolds number, and Rc is the ratio of 

curvature. It has been shown that at a De of 10, Dean vortices are created for certain types of 

micromixers (M. G. Lee et al., 2009). 

 

Ideally, a micromixer tailored for liposomes production using Dean flow dynamics should have 

the following properties and conditions: 

 

1. A Reynolds number as small as possible that guarantees a laminar flow regime inside the 

microchannels, thus stable fluid flow interfaces that, in theory, result in homogenous 

liposome populations.  

 

2. A fluid flow speed capable of generating Dean Vortices (De ≥ 10) to enhance the mixing 

process (M. G. Lee et al., 2009). 

 

3. Feature sizes compatible with the soft lithography process constraints. 

 

4. A channel cross-section area as large as possible to increase production yield and, at the 

same time, operate according to pressure and flow constraints given by the microfluidic 

device, including operating temperatures.  
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5. Controllable mixing times in the order of milliseconds to modulate the medium polarity 

change rate and thus the liposome self-assembly process.  

 

A hypothetical Dean Flow Dynamics-based micromixer combines the use of curvilinear paths 

to induce Dean Vortices and, at the same time, uses microchannel size reductions to change 

the flow speed producing Taylor dispersion. This microfluidic device's more critical variables 

would be the TFR, the radius, and direction of the curvilinear paths, as well as the aspect ratio 

considering that Taylor dispersion is proportional to the square of the velocity and the Dean 

number, is directly proportional to velocity, as shown in Equation (2.4) and Equation (2.5). In 

the next chapters, we will present a micromixer design that includes previously mentioned 

characteristics. 

 

2.4 Mixing and liposome production relationship 

Liposomes formation, in micromixers, is a kinetic phenomenon driven by the speed at which 

intermediate disk structures close into sphere vesicles. This speed is controlled by the medium 

polarity change rate consequence of the aqueous-organic solvent mix (Andreas Jahn et al., 

2010).  Thus, mixing time, which is governed by the Navier-Stokes and Convection-Diffusion 

equations as well as the polarity of the binary mixture, controls liposome characteristics such 

as size and size distribution. Additionally, the uniformity of this mixing influences the size 

distribution of particles (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015).  

 

Mixing time is defined as the time required to achieve a given level of homogeneity, which in 

most of the works is from 90 to 95% of mixing efficiency.  For this work, the mixing efficiency 

was calculated based on the intensity of segregation (Is), (Danckwerts, 1952) defined by the 

next equation. 

 

  I = 𝜎𝜎  
(2.6) 
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Where 𝜎  is the maximum variance of concentration, and 𝜎  is the variance of current 

concentration. The mixing efficiency (ME) is defined by:   

 

 ME = 1 − 𝜎𝜎 𝑥 100% 
(2.7)

 

Where 𝜎  is the variance of the concentration in the tested cross-section, 𝜎  is the variance of 

the concentration in no mixing condition, generally at the beginning of the mixing channel. 

ME is also referred to as a mixing index (MI). The latter is represented in decimal form as 

opposed to ME that is described in percentages. The cross-sections in the numerical models 

were divided into a grid of 50 x 50 elements from where variances were calculated. 

 

While mixers such as SHM create liposomes in the order of tens of nanometers with mixing 

times of 3 ms (Zhigaltsev et al., 2012), liposomes of 500 nm are formed under static conditions, 

with an estimated assembly time of  50 ms (Phapal, Has, & Sunthar, 2017). These results give 

an operational order of magnitude of the mixing times required to produce LNPs as well as a 

design objective for new micromixers tailored to LNPs production. 

 

2.5 Numerical modeling 

Numerical models are a powerful way to investigate fluid flow behavior inside microfluidic 

channels. These models solve partial differential equations that describe flow physics using 

computational methods based on well-defined boundaries and initial conditions. These models 

are useful when those physics equations do not have analytical solutions. While in the case of 

Navier-Stokes equations, certain assumptions can be taken so analytical solutions can be 

derived, this can be done only under particular conditions as well as taking advantage of 

systems symmetries. In the case of Micro Hydrodynamic Focused (MHF) mixers, which 

geometries are relatively simple, extended analytical solutions have been found (Sadeghi, 

2019; Z. Wu & Nguyen, 2005b). However, for other types of micromixers, such as the chaotic 
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advection based mixers, numerical models are required to obtain a glance at the mixing process 

(Du, Zhang, Yim, Lin, & Cao, 2010; Rhoades, Kothapalli, & Fodor, 2020).  

 

The typical length scales of the simulations are in the order of tens of micrometers with 

Knudsen number way above 1; thus, the continuum assumption is acceptable. The self-

assembly process of the liposome cannot be simulated using the continuum assumption 

because the representative length scale is in the order of nanometers. In this case, a statistical 

mechanics approach is more suitable (Bernardes, 1996; Tamai et al., 2016). This approach is 

out of the scope of this work. 

 

In this work, the micromixing phenomenon is numerically modeled using Navier-Stokes 

equations coupled with the convection-diffusion equation, considering a single-phase flow 

using the software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5. The numerical model includes an organic 

solvent concentration-dependent density, viscosity, and mutual isotropic diffusion in 3 

dimensions unless stated differently. The Navier-Stokes conservation of momentum Equation 

(2.8), as well as the continuity equation, Equation (3.9), were solved until a steady state was 

reached. 

 𝜌 u · ∇ u = ∇ · −𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇 ∇u + ∇u + 𝐹 (2.8)

 𝜌∇ · u = 0 (2.9)

 

Where 𝜌 is the fluid density, u  is the flow velocity, 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity, 

and 𝐹 represents outer forces. The boundary conditions for the walls were set to no-slip 

condition. The velocity field that resulted from previous equations was used to solve the 

Convection Equation (2.10) and the Diffusion Equation (2.11). 

 N = −D∇c + uc (2.10)

 ∇ · −D∇c + u · ∇c = R (2.11)
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Where c is the diluted species concentration, D is the mutual diffusion coefficient between 

water and ethanol, R is the net volumetric source for the species, and N is the molar flux. 

In this model, D, ρ, and µ are in function of the organic solvent concentration c in the aqueous 

media. This approach enables to model more realistically, the mixing conditions. 

Unfortunately, the relationship between the concentration and the previously mentioned 

variables has not been analytically established. However, in literature, one can find 

experimental values based on the molar concentration of the organic solvent for binary 

mixtures such as ethanol-water. To introduce these values into the model, one can take two 

approaches; the first one, introduce the experimental values and use COMSOL Multiphysics 

5.5 interpolation function for complex variables relationships. Second, use the experimental 

results and fit them into a function that closely resembles the experimental data. For the mutual 

diffusion coefficient, a polynomial data fit was appropriate, as shown in previous works (Renee 

R. Hood et al., 2014).  

 

The equations approximating the mutual diffusion coefficient are described in the model by a  

polynomial fitting experimental data from binary mixture ethanol-water (González et al., 2007; 

Pratt & Wakeham, 1974). This approach enables to introduce a mutual diffusion coefficient 

that is dependent on concentration. Figure 2.3 shows the comparison between the experimental 

data and the adjusted fifth-order polynomial described in Equation (2.12).  

 D c = −7.008c + 25.01 c − 36.65 c + 26.74c − 8.298c+ 1.249  1x10 ms  

(2.12)
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Figure 2.3 Mutual diffusion coefficient for the binary mixture 
ethanol-water dependent on concentration. In black, the 

experimental data, in red, the 5th order polynomial  
 

 
Density and dynamic viscosity were fitted using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5 interpolation 

function and the experimental data of the binary mixture ethanol-water (González et al., 2007). 

 

The boundary conditions include the no-slip condition for the walls, the inlets with defined 

flow rates, and an outlet with no pressure. For the transport of diluted species, the walls 

represented no flux condition, with a defined initial concentration 1 of the diluted species for 

the inlet in which ethanol is injected and a concentration of 0 for the inlet where water is 

injected. The summary of boundary conditions is presented in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1 Summary of boundary conditions and domains in 
numerical models  

Boundary Condition  
Navier Stokes/Convection Diffusion 

Domains 

No-slip/No Flux Walls 

Inlet Defined Flow/Defined Concentration Inlets 

Outlet with no pressure Outlet 
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The previously described numerical model was compared with the results presented in the 

literature as well as validated through experimentation. Figure 2.4 shows on the left, the 

experimental results were ethanol is dyed in red and water in blue, on the right their numerical 

simulations counterparts. The mixing profiles are similar. 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Mixing of ethanol and water in a microfluidic 

device. Experimental vs. numerical modeling 
 
 

2.6 Micromixer design and fabrication 

To investigate liposome formation in a Dean Flow Dynamics-based micromixer, we designed 

and fabricated PDM micromixers with different aspect ratios (AR) and semicircular structures. 

All micromixers have two inlets in one extremity and one outlet in the other. The inlets are 

connected to the mixing channel in a Y-shape cross. The goal of the channels connecting the 

inlets with the mixing channel is to ensure that a stable parabolic profile is obtained (Durst, 

Ray, Ünsal, & Bayoumi, 2005). The mixing channel consisted of semicircular structures, 

which centers pointed in alternative directions along the channel. All semicircular structures 
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have a radius of 260 µm. The maximum channel width is 300 µm given as a result that the 

narrowest part of the channel was 40 µm. The radius of the inlets and outlets was 1 mm.  Figure 

2.5 shows the dimensions of the PDM. As explained in the next chapters, these dimensions 

enable the mixing of ethanol and water in the order of milliseconds under laminar flow 

conditions with a varied range of De numbers as further detailed. For most of this work, the 

maximum microchannel height was designed to be as large as possible to increase liposome 

production yield. Furthermore, it considered the aspect ratio soft lithography microfabrication 

constraint, which in practice is typically up to 1:10. 

 

 
Figure 2.5 PDM. The micromixer consists of two inlets a 

micromixing channel and an outlet 
 
 

This design was first realized in AutoCAD 2019 and used for both performing numerical 

modeling in COMSOL 5.5 and to fabricate a mask using the Dilase 650 multifunction 

photolithography system (KLOÉ, Montpellier, OCC, France). Substrate with 8 epoxy (SU-8) 

negative photoresist (MicroChem Co. Westborough, MA, USA) was poured on a 4” silicon 

wafer, spin-coated, baked, exposed to UV light through a photomask and developed to create 

a master mold. The microfluidic device was fabricated using Sylgard 184 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Ellsworth Adhesives Canada, Stoney Creek, ON, Canada). 

First, the PDMS base and the curing agent were mixed at a 10:1 weight ratio. The mix was 
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first degassed under vacuum conditions and poured on the top of the SU-8 mold. The PDMS 

was degassed again to remove remaining bubbles. Then it was cured at 65 °C for four hours. 

The PDMS device was carefully peeled off from the mold, and the inlets and outlets were 

punctured using a biopunch. Finally, the PDMS element was bonded to a 75 x 25 mm 

microscope slide (Globe Scientific Inc., Mahwah, NJ, USA) after treating both parts with 

oxygen plasma (Glow Research, Tempe, AZ, USA). Tygon® Tubing (Cole-Parmer, Montreal, 

QC, Canada) and stainless-steel fitters were used to connect the device ports to the syringes.  

The microfabrication process is shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Micromixer fabrication process 
 
 

2.7  Mixing imaging 

The mixing process inside the microchannels was imaged by staining fluid flows using either 

food dyes or fluorescence dyes such as TP-3900 (Tracer Products, Westbury, NY, USA). The 

imaging is carried out at different times. Images were taken after the flow has reached a steady 

state. Since the flow inside the micromixer is laminar, thus time-invariant, we could stitch 

multiple pictures taken at different times under the same flow conditions. This imagining 

technique would not be possible for turbulent flows. 

 

For the food dyes imaging, an AmScope™ (AmScope, Irvine, CA, USA) inverted microscope 

was used. Images were taken with a 5 MP camera. Figure 2.7A shows the mixing process 

imaging using food dyes.  
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Figure 2.7 Micromixing imaging A) Food dyes imaging in two 
dimensions. In blue-stained water and in orange ethanol  

B) Fluorescence dyes imaging in three dimensions 
 
 

TP-3900 dye is excited by UV light.  For fluorescence dye experiments, a laser scanning 

confocal microscope Nikon Eclipse Ti (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY, USA) was used. 

This microscope takes several images of the z-planes of the studied subject to reconstruct a 3D 

image or visualize transversal planes using NIS-Elements software as shown in Figure 2.7B 

 

The experimental setup consisted of two syringes containing water (one dyed with TP-3900), 

connected through 0.22 µm filters to the PDM devices.  The liquid was collected at the outlet. 

Two syringe pumps Harvard Apparatus 11 plus 70-2212 (Harvard Apparatus Canada, 

Montreal, QC, Canada), as shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Mixing imaging experimental setup 
 
 

2.8 Lipid preparation 

Lipids were acquired from Sigma Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada). Lipids 

come in two different presentations; one is in a powder form, the second diluted in chloroform. 

In both cases, lipids were aliquoted to a given final concentration (20 mM) in chloroform. 

These aliquots were the base for preparing the lipid mixtures presented in this work.  Since all 

aliquots have the same molar concentration, it facilitated the calculation of the molar ratios.  

 

Once the molar mix was prepared, the chloroform was evaporated under a free of oxygen 

atmosphere.  This procedure was accomplished by using filtered nitrogen.  To remove any 

chloroform residues, the mixture was exposed to a vacuum for 24 hours. Finally, lipids were 
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dissolved in an organic solvent to a predetermined final concentration (Andreas Jahn et al., 

2010). Before using the lipids for liposome preparation, they were warmed-up at 70 °C and 

vortexed for 3 minutes to ensure a complete dilution.  Figure 2.9 shows step by step the process 

to produce a typical lipid mixture consisting of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

(DMPC), cholesterol (CHOL) and dicetyl phosphate (DHP) with a molar ratio 5:4:1, a final 

concentration of 5 mM, and a volume of 5 mL. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Lipid preparation process. From left to right, lipid 
mixture, chloroform removal, and organic solvent dilution 

Courtesy of Ixchel Ocampo 
 
 

2.9 Liposomes production using micromixers 

In this work, liposomes were produced using previously described PDM. A syringe (Norm-

Ject 10 mL) was filled with the lipids diluted in an organic solvent. A second syringe was filled 

with an aqueous solvent. These syringes were connected separately to an inlet in the PDM 

through 0.22 µm filters and Tygoon® tubing.  The PDM was placed on the top of a hot plate 

as well as a collection vial. The temperature was set according to experimental parameters. 

Two syringe pumps Harvard Apparatus 11 plus 70-2212 controlled the flow (Harvard 

Apparatus Canada, Montreal, QC, Canada). A tube connected to the outlet directed the 
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liposomes to a 4 mL scintillation vial, where liposomes were further diluted to a suitable 

concentration for liposome characterization. After, samples were cooled down for 15 minutes, 

then stored at 4 °C. Figure 2.10 shows the main components of the experimental setup.  

 

 

Figure 2.10 Liposome production experimental setup 
A) Schematic B) Photography of the functional experimental setup 

Courtesy of Ixchel Ocampo 
 
 

 The aqueous solvent flow rate Qas and the organic solvent flow rate Qos were calculated using 

Equation (2.13) and Equation (2.14). 

 𝑄 = 𝐹𝑅𝑅 · TFR1 + 𝐹𝑅𝑅  (2.13)

 𝑄 = 𝑇𝐹𝑅1 + 𝐹𝑅𝑅  (2.14)
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Where FRR is the flow rate ratio, and TFR is the total flow rate. 

 

The total liposome production rate P was calculated based on Equation (2.15) as presented 

elsewhere (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015). 

 𝑃 = 𝑇𝐹𝑅 ∙ 𝑐𝑁 𝑎4𝜋 𝑟 + 𝑟 − 𝑒  (2.15)

 

Where P is the liposome production rate per hour, TFR is the total flow rate in m3/s, c is the 

final lipid concentration in mol/m3, NA is the Avogadro's Number, a is the cross-section area 

of the lipid head group, rh is the hydrodynamic radius of the liposome and e is the lipid bilayer 

thickness. 

 

This equation is based on the hypothesis that all lipids at the outlet are transformed into 

liposomes. It considers a total lipid bilayer area divided by the area of an unilamellar liposome 

with a define radius rh. 

 

2.10 Liposome characterization 

After production, liposomes physicochemical characteristics such as size, size distribution, and 

zeta potential were measured. The Z-average (intensity-based size mean) was measured using 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) principle as well as average particle size homogeneity related 

to the PDI.  

 

If stated, additionally mean size measurements were performed using nanoparticle tracking 

analysis (NTA). Finally, the zeta potential was measured using the principle of electrophoretic 

mobility.  

 

The measurement procedures and principles of liposome characterization are detailed in the 

next sections. 
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2.10.1 Dynamic light scattering 

Also known as photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), DLS measures Brownian motion and 

translates it to the hydrodynamic diameter (dh), which is an equivalent sphere of the same 

average diffusion coefficient. This translation from the diffusion coefficient to size is made 

using the Stokes-Einstein Equation (2.3). Small particles diffuse quicker than large particles.  

 

When a coherent light source illuminates a particle, the particle scatters light in all directions.  

This light can be captured by a receptor that produces a signal. This signal fluctuates because 

of the random movement of particles suspended in the liquid (Brownian Motion). The 

Zetasizer Nano uses a digital correlator that compares the signal at a given time and shortly 

after. The time scale between the two signals is in the order of nanoseconds to milliseconds. 

The correlation between these two signals is used to measure the size of the particles. It is 

expected that for the same delta time, large size particle´s correlation function value will be 

higher than for small particles. Small particles diffuse faster, causing a rapid decay in the 

correlation function. 

 

Once the correlation function is measured, the Zetasizer uses algorithms to convert this decay 

rates into an intensity (scattered light) base size distribution.  So, the native result of this 

equipment is intensity-based. This measurement can be converted to volume-based size 

distribution using Mie's and Rayleigh's theory of light scattering (S. Bhattacharjee, 2016; Mie, 

1908; Rayleigh, 1899); furthermore, this can be converted to a number-based size distribution. 

To complete these conversions, it is crucial to know the refractive index of the particles as well 

as their absorption index. Nevertheless, these conversions are not free of errors; small errors 

in the intensity size distribution can cause significant errors in the number size distribution 

(Manual, 2013). 

 

For this reason, it is essential to report intensity-based size distributions or properly validated 

number size-based distributions.  This validation could be performed by doing other 

measurements in which the native results are number-based such as NTA or counting from 
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images such as in transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Another way to avoid errors is to 

repeat the measurement multiple times.  

 

Scattered incident light is proportional to the d6 where d is the diameter of the particle (S. 

Bhattacharjee, 2016). From left to right, the scaled results for d (number), d3 (volume), and d6 

(intensity) for a multimodal population where there are as many particles of 5 nm as of 50 nm. 

The difference in size distributions by number, volume, and intensity are shown in Figure 2.11. 

  

 

Figure 2.11 Particle size distribution A) By number  
B) By volume C) By intensity  

Adapted from Malvern (2013 p.11-5) 
 
 

The main results of DLS measurements are Z-Average (diameter or size) and PDI. The Z-

average, also known as the cumulants mean, is an intensity mean. This value is taken from the 

cumulant analysis that is a polynomial fit from the correlation function G1 (Manual, 2013).  

 𝐿𝑛 𝐺1 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 …. (2.16)
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The value of b is converted to size using the viscosity of the dispersant and other equipment 

parameters, c is scaled using 2c/b2, and it is known as PDI. The calculation of these parameters 

is defined in the ISO 13321:1996 (ISO, 1996), which was reviewed recently and changed by 

ISO 22412:2017(ISO, 2017). 

 

Z-average is only directly comparable with other types of measurements when the population 

is monomodal and monodisperse (PDI ˂0.1). 

 

The lower PDI is, the more homogeneous a particle population is. A PDI ˂ 0.1 is typically 

considered as monodispersed, while PDI ˂ 0.2 is related to low polydispersity (R. R. Hood & 

DeVoe, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Zetasizer S90 workflow. From left to right, 
inserting the sample, equipment, and results  

Courtesy of Luz Maria Sanchez 
 
 

The equipment used in liposome characterization was Zetasizer S90. It uses a He/Ne laser with 

an emission at 632.8 nm, a power of 4 mW, and a 90° angle scattering detector. All 
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measurements were performed at 25 °C unless stated differently. At least three measurement 

replicates were performed per sample.  The software used to analyze and transform size 

distributions was Zetasizer Software 7.11. Usually, the liposomes in suspension are placed 

inside a cuvette that is inserted in the Zetasizer Nano. Figure 2.12 shows the Zetasizer S90 

workflow.  

 

2.10.2 Nanoparticle tracking analysis 

As mentioned before, particle size measurements based on DLS are intensity-based, meaning 

that a transformation to a size distribution by number might contain errors depending on the 

sample monodispersity and PDI. Additional measurement methods that give native number-

based results can help to validate and confirm DLS measurements and transformations.  

 

NTA is similar to DLS because both of them use Brownian motion, light scattering, and 

Stokes-Einstein equation to calculate particle size. However, NTA tracks single particles on a 

view field. By monitoring each particle movement, the size is calculated for each particle, 

giving a number-based result.  

  

Particles are first pumped to a microfluidic device that is under a microscope with a proprietary 

optical element. A laser beam is lit on the microfluidic device, and the scattered light of 

particles is captured in a video. The software tracks the scattered light and the tracks of each 

visualized particle, then the mobility of the particles is related to their size using as in DLS. 

The mean size, the mode, and standard deviation are calculated. 

 

Additionally, to size measurements, NTA can estimate the particle concentration. Since the 

volume visualized in the microscope is known, as well as the number of particles per field, the 

number of particles/mL can be calculated.  

 

As opposed to DLS, NTA requires less particle concentration, it has a higher resolution, it can 

detect individual populations with more precision, and it gives a number-based result. 
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Additionally, one can “see” the particles; however, this is not a resolved image. Another 

problem is that these measurements are not performed according to an ISO standard, and the 

equipment is slightly more complex to operate.  

 

Typically, NTA requires first to flush the microfluidic device and position the sample in the 

microscope viewing field by operating peristaltic pumps, as shown in Figure 2.13A. The results 

that come from the NTA include a detailed size distribution by number, as shown in Figure 

2.13B. The software captures videos of the light scattered by the particles, and then these 

videos are processed in software that tracks each of the particle´s movement. Figure 2.13C is 

a snapshot example taken from NTA videos.  

 

 

Figure 2.13 NTA Measurements A) Nanosight NS500  
B) Sample results are taken from NS500 C) Image of the 

scattered light of nanoparticles 
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2.10.3 Zeta potential (electrokinetic potential) 

Zeta potential, also known as Electrokinetic Potential, in colloidal dispersions is the electric 

potential at the edge of the double layer. Particles have two layers of opposite charged ions. 

One layer is just beside the surface of the particle called the stern layer, and the second one 

called double layer, as it is shown in Figure 2.14. Thus, zeta potential values depend on the 

chemistry of the particle’s surface and the dispersant. Zeta potential is affected by the pH, and 

ionic strength. 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Diagram showing the potential as a function of the 
distance from the particle’s surface in a colloidal dispersion 
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The zeta potential is calculated based on the electrophoretic mobility of particles suspended in 

a dispersant. Electrodes are in contact with the bulk material in which particles are diluted. An 

electric field is applied, and the average drift velocity is measured. This measurement is 

performed using a laser beam that passes through the sample, by measuring the frequency shift, 

the velocity of particles is calculated. By measuring this velocity, the electrokinetic potential 

in the slipping plane can be calculated, thus the zeta potential. In the experiments presented in 

this work, the equipment ZetaPlus (Brookhaven Instrument Corp.) was used. Measurements 

were performed at 25 °C unless differently stated.  

 

2.10.4 Transmission electron microscopy  

To image LNPs directly, TEM was used (Philips Tecnai T12 BioTwin electron microscope) 

(FEIT Technologies, USA), as shown in Figure 2.15. The microscope is equipped with a LaB6 

filament and at 120 kV. 

 

 

Figure 2.15 Philips Tecnai T12 electron microscope 
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 First, liposomes were fixed in 2.5% Glutaraldehyde fixative solution. Then particles are 

absorbed into a carbon grid, which is surrounded by uranyl acetate stain (4%), which is quickly 

air-dried embedding the liposomes in the process. Liposomes appear bright in the electron 

microscope. Carbons grids were first glow discharged, so the hydrophilicity is increased. 

Samples were imaged at a magnification of 50 000x. 

 

2.11 Chapter 2 conclusions 

In this chapter, liposome formation, general theory was presented using the nanoprecipitation 

method in micromixers. Liposomes are synthesized when lipids diluted initially in an organic 

solvent, self-assemble due to the polarity change caused by the replacement of this organic 

solvent by an aqueous solvent.  The speed of the mix and uniformity influences the liposome 

size and size distribution.  Micromixers generally provide laminar flow conditions which allow 

a controlled mixing interface and mixing times in the order of milliseconds. Micromixers that 

use multiple mixing strategies such as chaotic advection and Taylor dispersion have the 

potential to mix in the order of milliseconds without diluting too much the concentration of the 

reagents.  

 

In general, this work methodology can be described as follows. First, the mixing principles 

used in micromixers were investigated, promising approaches were identified and further 

explored. To assess the mixing performance and operational conditions, we created state-of-

the-art numerical models that enabled the evaluation of our proposed device. Later, this device 

was fabricated using soft lithography techniques, and further analysis was performed using 

mixing imaging techniques. Then liposomes were produced under various conditions using the 

PDM and characterized. Finally, the most critical factors controlling liposome properties were 

identified, model, and investigated in the PDM. Figure 2.16 shows the general methodology 

followed in this work. 
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Figure 2.16 General methodology for investigating the liposome 
formation process in Dean Flow Dynamics based micromixers 

 
 





 

CHAPTER 3 
 
 

LIPOSOME PHYSICOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS MODELING 

Liposomes formation in micromixers is based on the general principle of nanoprecipitation. 

Each micromixer uses a specific set of principles, such as molecular diffusion, chaotic 

advection, and Taylor dispersion. These mixing principles determine liposome production 

conditions inside microfluidic devices and thus liposome physicochemical characteristics. 

Different factors might influence liposome properties such as TFR, FRR, temperature, mixing 

device, lipid mixture, concentration, among others. The most relevant factors, as well as the 

relationships between these variables, are unique to each micromixer. For example, the FRR 

is critical in controlling liposome size in MHF, because it modulates the disperse phase width 

and thus mixing diffusion path length. However, this variable is not so critical in the SHM, 

were TFR is closely related to liposome size. On top of that, the operational range conditions 

are determined by the geometry and microfabrication process.  

 

In this chapter, Dean flow dynamics based micromixers are presented, especially the Periodic 

Disturbance Mixer. In section 3.1, we determined what are the most significant factors 

controlling liposome size, size distribution, and zeta potential, using screening experiments. In 

section 3.2, based on the screening experiments and available literature, the most critical 

factors controlling liposome properties were studied using design of experiments  (DoE) and 

response surface methodology (RSM). The resulting model allowed us to find the levels of the 

factors required to produce liposomes from 50 to 200 nm, which is the size range of liposome 

formulations currently in the market (Sedighi et al., 2019). Moreover, a numerical model was 

used to explore the mixing influence over liposome properties. 

 

Section 3.1 was partially presented in MicroTAS 2019, Basel Switzerland conference, as a 

poster, while Section 3.2 was published in Micromachines Journal.  
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3.1 Identifying the most significant factors. 

Dean flow dynamics based micromixers create through curvilinear paths centrifugal forces. At 

a critical flow velocity values, these forces create vortices perpendicular to the main fluid 

advection direction, such as in the CEA (Jisun Lee et al., 2013), and our proposed device, the 

PDM (López et al., 2020). In the following section, we explore which factors are more 

important in controlling liposome properties for these two mixers.  

 

3.1.1 Screening experiments 

Previously mentioned devices were fabricated using soft lithography, as described in Chapter 

2.6. Both devices channels have a height of 150 µm, a maximum mixing channel width of 300 

µm for an AR = 0.5. The semicircular structures have a radius of 260 µm, while the CEA 

device has an expansion length of  520 µm (space between semicircular structures). The PDM 

does not have one, to increase the density of semicircular structures, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Dean Forces-based micromixers A) CEA based on 
flow lamination B) PDM, based on alternatively shifting 

centripetal forces 
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The most significant factors influencing liposome physicochemical characteristics were 

explored through a screening experiment. From the literature, we gather the factors that 

influence the performances of other types of micromixers. A Plackett-Burman (Plackett & 

Burman, 1946) experimental design was created using Minitab® 19, resulting in 12 

experimental runs. This type of design objective is to remove the factors that do not 

significantly contribute to a given response. For the design, four continuous and two 

categorical factors were selected based on variables that can be tuned, each one at two different 

levels, as is shown in Table 3.1. FRR refers to the ratio between the flow of the PBS (aqueous 

solvent) and the lipids in ethanol (organic solvent).  PBS was selected because of its extensive 

use in liposome production experiments. TFR refers to the combined flow of PBS and ethanol. 

Two different lipid mixtures were tested one containing DMPC, cholesterol, DHP in a molar 

ratio of 5:4:1; the second was a 1:1 molar ratio between DMPC and CHOL. The continuous 

factors range were chosen considering operational constraints  

 

Table 3.1 Factors and levels tested in the experimental 
screening design 

Name Type Low High 

FRR Continuous 1 5 

TFR Continuous 6 mL/h 21 mL/h 

Lipid Type (Lipid T) Categorical DMPC: CHOL 1 :1 DMPC: CHOL: DHP 

5 :4 :1 

Initial Lipid 
Concentration (IC) 

Continuous 10 mM 40 mM 

Mixer Type (MType) Categorical CEA PDM 

Temperature Continuous 30 °C 70°C 

 
 

The experimental screening design has 80% of changes in detecting effects of 1.68 standard 

deviations; its objective is to set a group of variables with a high probability of being significant 

to final liposome properties (see Figure 3.2 ) as a  starting point for more detailed experiments.  
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Figure 3.2 A) Screening experiments steps  
B) Lipids used in the screening experiments 

 
 

Lipid and liposome production followed similar steps, as described in Chapter 2.8  and Chapter 

2.9, except for the fact that no filters were used in the syringes, as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Liposomes were collected at the outlet without any further dilution. Liposomes 

characterization was performed using similar steps, as described in Chapter 2.10.1 and Chapter 

2.10.3. The Z-average, PDI, and zeta potential of at least three independent measurements were 

taken. Samples with debris were filtered before characterization. 
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Figure 3.3 Experimental setup V) DMPC:CHOL:D 5:4:1 10 mM 
X) DMPC:CHOL 1:1 40 mM Y) DMPC: CHOL 1:1 10 mM  

Z) DMPC: CHOL: DHP 5:4:1 40 mM 
 
 

3.1.2 Liposome size significant factors 

The most significant factor in liposome Z-average (size) is the FRR, as is shown in Figure 3.4 

in accordance with other works using micromixers such as the MHF (Andreas Jahn et al., 2007) 

and CEA (Jisun Lee et al., 2013) for this specific set of experiments. While the other factors 

are not statistically significant in this context, temperature, TFR, and concentration showed an 

inverse relationship to size. Additionally, the lipid mixture with a charged lipid produces 

slightly larger liposomes. Finally, the PDM produced smaller liposomes than CEA; however, 

this difference is not statistically significant.  
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Figure 3.4 Fit screening model for size A) Main effects plots for size 
B) Pareto chart of effects 

 
 

Figure 3.5 shows how FRR strongly affects liposome size.  A higher FRR means a lower final 

concentration, thus smaller liposome size if we consider that fewer lipids are available to form 

liposomes.  
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Figure 3.5 Normalized size distribution by intensity of two samples, produced 
by a CEA micromixer, in blue a Z-Average of 236.6 nm and in orange 160.7 

nm for a FRR of 1 and 5 
 
 

3.1.3 Liposome PDI significant factors 

None of the studied factors shown to be statistically significant for the response PDI.  However, 

this does not discard that the studied factors influence this response. Experiments presented in 

section 3.2.3.7, reveled a relationship with FRR. 
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Figure 3.6 Fit screening model for PDI A) Main effects plots for PDI  
B) Pareto chart of effects 

 
 

3.1.4 Liposome zeta potential significant factors 

Three factors were shown to be statistically significant for the response zeta potential (ZP). 

The first one by far the most notable is the lipid mixture LipidT. In this set of experiments, we 

tested two similar mixtures. The first one contained only DMPC and Cholesterol, while the 

second also contained DHP, a negatively charged lipid. This charged lipid addition resulted in 

a clear difference between these two levels of the factor LipidT. 
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Additionally, TFR and Temperature showed a statistically significant influence over zeta 

potential for this set of experiments. However, this change in zeta potential was small. In 

subsequent experiments through this work, this hypothesis was tested.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Fit screening model for zeta potential  
A) Main effects plots for PDI B) Pareto chart of effects 

 
 

3.1.5 Conclusions on the most significant factors 

The screening experiments, together with previous works in literature, pointed in the direction 

of the significant factors controlling liposome physicochemical properties in the PDM and 
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CEA. FRR, TFR, Temperature, and Lipid Mixture showed to influence the physicochemical 

properties of liposomes. In the next section, we investigated the first two variables, while in 

subsequent chapters, the other variables are explored. 

 

3.2 Surface response-based modeling of liposome characteristics in a periodic 
disturbance mixer 

In this section, we used our own designed and fabricated PDM to produce liposomes. We used 

DoE and RSM to statistically model the relationship between the TFR and the FRR with the 

resulting liposome physicochemical characteristics. 

 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The modeling and optimization of the produced liposome characteristics using advanced 

statistical tools have proved to be useful for finding the suitable flow conditions under which 

LNPs can be synthesized in micromixers such as the SHM for drug delivery systems (Kastner 

et al., 2014; Sedighi et al., 2019) and the MHF for gene delivery applications (Tiago A. Balbino 

et al., 2013). This statistical characterization is necessary, given the complicated relationship 

between the factors controlling liposome properties. These properties vary from one 

micromixer to another, depending on their mixing principles, as well as other factors 

encountered at a molecular level (Bleul, Thiermann, & Maskos, 2015).  

 

Previously presented results in Section 3.1 and published elsewhere (López Salazar et al., 

2019) were used as a guide for exploring the factors controlling liposome physicochemical 

properties. 

 

In this section, we used a Dean flow dynamics-based micromixer with a novel design using a 

curvilinear mixing channel to induce an alternatively changing force vector, called PDM. DoE 

and RSM were used to model and optimize liposome size, size distribution, and zeta potential. 

This methodology enables us to rapidly screen, optimize, and predict final liposome 

characteristics that otherwise would be time-consuming, e.g., study one factor at the time. We 
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demonstrated that our model was able to predict an experimental region where size-controlled 

liposomes ranging from 52 nm to 200 nm were produced. Finally, through numerical modeling, 

our work offers a glance at the relationship between the mixing performance of the proposed 

device and the properties of liposomes.  

 

3.2.2 Materials and methods 

While the general materials and methods are described in Chapter 2, in the following sections, 

the specific details for this section experiments are described. 

 

3.2.2.1.1 Micromixer device fabrication and design 

The PDM used for the following experiments was fabricated, as described in Chapter 2.6. The 

AR of this device mixing channel in its widest part is one. It consists of two inlets in one 

extremity that convey fluid from a Y-shape into a mixing channel with 90 semicircular 

structures and an outlet at the other extremity, as shown in Figure 3.8A. Figure 3.8B shows a 

microscopy image of the device first mixing structures.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 Periodic disturbance micromixer A) Microchannel 
dimensions B) Microscope image of the PDM C) Schematic 

representation of the liposome formation process 
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3.2.2.1.2 Lipid and Liposome Preparation 

Lipids and liposomes were prepared according to Section 2.8 and Section 2.9 methods. 1,2- 

DMPC, cholesterol, and DHP (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Canada) were mixed in a molar ratio 

5:4:1. The mixture was then re-dissolved in ethanol to a final concentration of 5 mM. All 

previously described liquids were filtered using 0.22 µm filters. The syringes were connected 

separately to each of the inlets in the previously described microfluidic device (Figure 3.8C) 

through 0.22 µm filters to avoid bubble generation and debris. The process temperature was 

set to 70 °C, this value considered the lipids transition temperature, and, at the same time, it 

was set below ethanol’s boiling point, which is 78 °C. Another reason to choose this 

temperature was that previous studies have shown that increasing temperature reduces 

liposome size (Zook & Vreeland, 2010). The flows were defined according to Equation (2.13) 

and Equation (2.14) 

 

3.2.2.1.3 Liposome Characterization 

Liposomes characterization was performed according to Section 2.10.3 and Section 2.10.1. 

Five hundred microliters of each sample was placed in a low-volume disposable cuvette. The 

average hydrodynamic diameter (Z-Average) and PDI of at least three independent 

measurements were recorded per sample. Liposomes collected from the outlet were further 

diluted for a final lipid concentration of 0.04 mg/mL. This concentration proved to yield high-

quality measurement results. Liposome zeta potential was measured by placing each sample in 

a disposable cuvette (1850 µL). Zeta potential average is a result of 2 stable cycles and ten 

measurement repetitions. 

 

3.2.2.1.4 Design of Experiments 

 Liposome final characteristics such as size, size distribution, and zeta potential relationship 

with flow conditions were modeled using RSM and DoE. RSM enables the evaluation of 

multiple factors or variables and their interactions influence on one or more responses, using 
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regression analysis. This methodology allows us to predict and optimize process responses 

(Silva, 2018). The use of DoE as opposed to One Factor At the Time (OFAT) allows 

interpreting interactions of two variables at the same time, as well as reducing the number of 

required experiments to model the liposome production process and time. In this work, TFR 

and FRR are considered factors independent process variables, while Z-Average (liposome 

diameter), PDI (size distribution), and zeta potential are considered responses. 

 

The region of interest for the variables was delimited, considering the micromixer operational 

integrity and conditions under which a stable flow regime could be achieved. Table 3.2 shows 

the initial low and high values for each factor.  

 

Table 3.2 Initial low and high experimental levels per variable 

Name Type Low (Coded Value) High (Coded Value) 

FRR Continuous 1.0 (−1) 12.0 (1) 

TFR Continuous 3.0 mL/h (−1) 18.0 mL/h (1) 

 
 

A two-variable central composite circumscribed rotatable (CCCR) Design was created using 

the software Minitab® 19, considering the values in Table 3.2. This experimental design 

predicted that the variance is only dependent on the distance from the center point. This design 

is used for quadratic models.  

 

The optimized experimental design resulted in 29 experimental points, 4 axial points with 3 

repetitions each that are the extreme values above and below the low and high settings, 4 cube 

points with 3 repetitions each that are the initial low and high values, and one center point with 

5 repetitions that are in the middle between the cube points. The value α, which represents the 

distance between the center point and an axial point in coded units. The value was calculated 

as follows: 

 𝛼 = 2  (3.1)
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Where k is the number of factors, in this case, 2 for a final α = 1.41. The order of experimental 

runs was randomized. The continuous value for each experimental point was calculated by 

converting the coded value scale to the continuous value. Due to pumps resolution, values were 

rounded to 1 decimal position. Figure 3.9 shows the graphical representation of the 

experimental space and points for the two factors TFR and FRR. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 CCCR design graphical representation 
 
 

Finally, a surface response model of second order with interactions was fitted for Z-average 

and PDI. Later, the model was assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) to identify the 

goodness of fit of R2, R2 (predicted), and model significance as well as each of the terms 

predicting liposome size and PDI (p = 0.05). The best model, among them, was chosen 
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considering the statistics results. A post hoc Tukey test p = 0.05 was used to evaluate PDI and 

zeta potential groups. A paired t-test was used to assess liposome stability statistically. All 

previously described tests were performed using the software Minitab® 19. 

 

3.2.2.1.5 Mixing Efficiency Calculation using Numerical Modeling 

The micromixing phenomenon was numerically modeled using Navier-Stokes equations 

coupled with the convection–diffusion equation as shown in Section 2.5 and the ME was 

calculated using Equation (2.7). 

 

3.2.3 Results and discussion 

The liposome characterization results from the CCDR experimental design were used to create 

through response surface methodology, a model capable of predicting Z-average, PDI, and zeta 

potential. Finally, model predictions were compared with an experimental validation run. 

These results were discussed and related to mixing efficiencies in the PDM. 

 

3.2.3.1 Liposome properties DOE results 

We investigated the influence of FRR and TFR using the experimental design shown in Table 

3.3 . The coded values are in parenthesis. The resulting responses: i.e., liposome size (Z-

average), PDI, and Zeta Potential, are given on the right side of the same table. 

Table 3.3 CCCR design results for the 29 runs 

Run Order 
Factors Responses 

FRR TFR (mL/h) Z-Average (nm) PDI Zeta Potential (mV) 

1 6.5 (0) 3.0 (−1.41) 133.50 0.185 −31.6 

2 1.0 (−1.41) 10.5 (0) 190.70 0.060 −38.8 

3 10.4 (1) 15.8 (1) 67.52 0.202 −23.1 

4 6.5 (0) 18.0 (1.41) 66.63 0.185 −29.8 
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Run Order 
Factors Responses 

FRR TFR (mL/h) Z-Average (nm) PDI Zeta Potential (mV) 

5 12.0 (1.41) 10.5 (0) 75.09 0.232 −37.9 

6 10.4 (1) 5.2 (−1) 133.5 0.174 −32.1 

7 2.6 (−1) 5.2 (−1) 119.40 0.223 −35.2 

8 2.6 (−1) 15.8 (1) 86.48 0.217 −29.9 

9 6.5 (0) 10.5 (0) 81.81 0.207 −32.3 

10 6.5 (0) 3.0 (−1.41) 120.70 0.179 −24.6 

11 1.0 (−1.41) 10.5 (0) 197.00 0.072 −28.5 

12 10.4 (1) 15.8 (1) 62.10 0.270 −28.8 

13 10.4 (1) 5.2 (−1) 120.20 0.170 −33.9 

14 6.5 (0) 18.0 (1.41) 57.14 0.238 −33.8 

15 12.0 (1.41) 10.5 (0) 74.14 0.245 −30.7 

16 2.6 (−1) 5.2 (−1) 122.4 0.207 −31.5 

17 2.6 (−1) 15.8 (1) 88.74 0.221 −36.3 

18 6.5 (0) 10.5 (0) 72.23 0.230 −37.7 

19 6.5 (0) 10.5 (0) 73.81 0.235 −27.6 

20 6.5 (0) 3.0 (−1.41) 116.00 0.189 −26.9 

21 1.0 (−1.41) 10.5 (0) 199.70 0.064 −29.6 

22 10.4 (1) 15.8 (1) 52.71 0.228 −28.2 

23 10.4 (1) 5.2 (−1) 110.4. 0.184 −37.7 

24 6.5 (0) 18.0 (1.41) 52.14 0.265 −34.4 

25 12.0 (1.41) 10.5 (0) 73.80 0.247 32.4 

26 2.6 (−1) 5.2 (−1) 131.60 0.206 −36.5 

27 2.6 (−1) 15.8 (1) 90.27 0.241 −30.2 

28 6.5 (0) 10.5 (0) 77.18 0.223 −27.6 

29 6.5 (0) 10.5 (0) 77.24 0.262 −30.1 

 

Liposome size ranged from 52 nm to 200 nm for the tested experimental conditions. PDI 

oscillated between 0.060 (highly monodisperse populations) to a maximum of 0.270 (low 
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polydispersed populations). Lastly, zeta potential varied in a range from −37.7 mV to −24.6 

mV. 

 

Liposomes produced under the same experimental conditions showed a maximum standard 

deviation of 11.48 nm in size and a minimum of 0.43 nm. These variations might have been 

caused by batch to batch lipid preparation variations and unpredicted bubbles generated inside 

mixing channels that can disturb the stability of the flow’s interface. 

 

3.2.3.2 Liposome Size (Z-Average) Modeling 

First, a full quadratic surface response model was fitted using FRR and TFR as independent 

factors and Z-average (size) as a response. A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed for 

each term in the model. Then the model was reduced, considering the level of significance of 

each term. All terms with a p > 0.05 were ignored. A new surface response model was run to 

increase the prediction precision or R2-predicted. Equation (3.2) shows the final surface 

response model. Note that TFR2 and TFR·FRR were removed because they yielded a p > 0.05. 

 𝑍 = 236.3 − 26.95 𝐹𝑅𝑅 − 4.437 𝑇𝐹𝑅 + 1.573 𝐹𝑅𝑅  (3.2)

 

Figure 3.10 shows the surface response model derived from the data, as well as the R2, R2-

adjusted, and R2-predicted. The linear factors TFR and FRR reduce liposome size; on the other 

hand, FRR2 avoids further liposome size reduction for a value above 8.56. 

 

The factors FRR and TFR showed a considerable influence over the final liposome size, this 

in accordance with previous works in the field for other types of mixers such as the MHF 

micromixer (A. Jahn et al., 2015), the Staggered Herringbone Micromixer (Belliveau et al., 

2012), and Dean Forces based micromixers (Kimura et al., 2018; Jisun Lee et al., 2013). 

Compared to other statistical models for SHM and MHF geometries (Tiago A. Balbino et al., 

2013; Kastner et al., 2014), the R2 values are similar. Our model did not show curvature for 

TFR, indicating a simple linear interaction related to this variable and liposomes size. 
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Considering that drug delivery systems require liposomes with a size range from 45 nm 

(DauXome®) to 180 nm (Myocet®) (Sedighi et al., 2019), we used the model to identify the 

flow conditions that could lead to this size range with an emphasis in finding the minimum 

realizable liposome size.  

 

 

Figure 3.10 Surface Response Model derived from the Central 
Composite Circumscribed Rotatable Design Data. The model level of 
significance is p < 0.05 A) 3-dimensional B) Contours representation 

 
 

We used the model and optimized the factor values without restrictions within the experimental 

range to minimize the function, which, in this case, is liposome size (Z-average). The minimum 

average size predicted was 41.07 nm, with a 95% confidence range between 25.10 nm and 

57.03 nm. The factors levels are FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h. 
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3.2.3.3 Polydispersity Index Modeling  

The PDI range in the experimental results is from 0.06 to 0.27, or from highly monodisperse 

populations to low polydispersed populations. These values are comparable with MHF and 

SHM micromixers for liposome production. 

 

We proceeded using a similar approach to analyze the influence of the two factors, FRR and 

TFR, over the response PDI. In this case, we also eliminated terms that are not statistically 

significant (p > 0.05), as in the previous model. The quadratic term TFR2 and the interaction 

term TFR·FRR were eliminated. Equation (3.3) shows the final model with four terms. 

 𝑃𝐷𝐼 = 0.0663 + 0.03181 𝐹𝑅𝑅 + 0.00319 𝑇𝐹𝑅 − 0.001905 𝐹𝑅𝑅  (3.3)

 

 

Figure 3.11 PDI Surface Response Model as well as the R2, R2-
adjusted, and R2-predicted. The model has a p < 0.05  

A) 3-dimensional B) Contours representation 
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The surface response model for PDI is shown in Figure 3.11. Equation (3.3) shows that the 

value of the PDI is proportional to the FRR2 and TFR. Most of the model results for PDI are 

ranging between 0.1 and 0.3 for the experimental range. 

To better understand the reasons behind R2 results, we performed a Tukey pairwise comparison 

to group the significantly different PDI means (95% confidence level), as shown in Table 3.4. 

 

Table 3.4 Grouping information using the Tukey method at a 
95% confidence level 

Condition N Mean Grouping 

9 (FRR = 12.0 TFR = 10.5) 3 0.24 A   

6 (FRR = 6.5 TFR = 18.0) 3 0.24 A B  

4 (FRR = 6.5 TFR = 10.5) 5 0.23 A B  

3 (FRR = 2.6 TFR = 15.8) 3 0.22 A B  

2 (FRR = 2.6 TFR = 5.2) 3 0.22 A B  

7 (FRR = 10.4 TFR = 15.8) 3 0.21 A B  

8 (FRR = 10.4 TFR = 5.2) 3 0.18  B  

5 (FRR = 6.5 TFR = 3.0) 3 0.18  B  

1 (FRR = 1.0 TFR = 10.5) 3 0.07   C 

 
 
The comparison detected three entirely statistically different conditions among the nine tested 

in this work for the PDI, with a mean of 0.07, 0.18, and 0.24. It could be inferred from the 

experimental conditions that a low FRR value results in highly monodisperse populations; 

however, above FRR = 2.6, the PDI values are mostly the same and only when FRR = 12.0, 

another PDI population appears. This behavior might indicate that the PDM has well-delimited 

operation regimes. 

 

3.2.3.4 Zeta Potential Relationship with TFR and FRR  

Finally, the zeta potential values range was limited from −38.8 to −23.1 mV on average. The 

means of each condition are not statistically significantly different from each other, according 
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to grouping information using the Tukey method and 95% confidence. Figure 3.12 shows the 

zeta potential for the nine different conditions. This factor showed itself to be independent of 

TFR and FRR; thus, the model was not significant. 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Zeta potential measurements result for the nine different conditions. 
The error bars show 1.96σ, indicating the limits of 95% confidence (n = 3) 

 
 
3.2.3.5 Statistical Model for Controlling Liposome Characteristics 

The statistical information, together with the models, indicates that liposome size could be 

tuned by modifying TFR and FRR. On the other hand, PDI has three different groups, which 

might be related to the micromixer operation regime. Finally, neither the TFR nor FRR has 

any influence over zeta potential results using a PDM. Results from other types of micromixers 

indicate that only composition plays a role in liposome zeta potential (Shende, Ture, Gaud, & 

Trotta, 2019). Table 3.5 shows a summary of the statistical models. 
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Table 3.5 Statistically significant coefficients for each model  
(p < 0.05) and model statistics summary 

Response Significant Coefficients R2  P-value F-value 

Size FRR, FRR2, TFR 78.89% 1 × 10−8 31.14 

PDI FRR, FRR2, TFR 46.22% 0.001 7.16 

Zeta Potential None NA NA NA 

 
 

3.2.3.6 Model Prediction vs. Experimental Validation Run 

The flow conditions which the model predicted would lead to the minimum liposome size were 

validated, as were the conditions in the vicinity of the prediction. The model predicted a 

minimum size at approximately FRR = 9 and TFR = 18 mL/h. The predicted size was 41 nm. 

Figure 3.13 shows the size immediately after production, after six months, and the predicted 

size using the model presented previously. The model predicted, with reasonable accuracy, the 

size for an FRR of 3, 5, and 12. The size for FRR of 1, 7, and 9 was out of the Standard Error 

(SE) fit value. Liposome size reduction reaches a plateau before reaching high FRR values. 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Z-average (nm) vs. FRR (n = 3). Error bars 
indicate +/− 1 standard deviation (SD) for samples and SE fit 

for the model prediction. 
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These results may represent the limit for the presented conditions and the PDM. This size 

plateauing at high FRR is found in other types of micromixers such as the VFF (R. R. Hood & 

DeVoe, 2015) and recently published 3D printed devices for liposome production (Chen et al., 

2019). The asymptotic behavior of the liposome size is challenging to predict using a quadratic 

model. 

Moreover, there was not a statistical difference in liposome size six months after production. 

This result indicates the high stability of the liposome nanoparticles produced, which suggests 

a suitable shelf life of such a product. 

 

Finally, the PDI for measurements performed immediately after liposome production, six 

months after, and the model predictions were compared, as shown in Figure 7. In this case, 

even if the model is not a good fit (R2-predicted = 24.55), it predicted values that are close to 

the measured values due to the low variation of PDI and because of the change induced by 

FRR is minimal. It could be considered that PDI is independent of the experimental range for 

values above FRR = 3, indicating an intrinsic process property. Number-wise, PDI values do 

not change significantly. However, this variation has an impact on liposome population 

classification between monodispersed and low polydispersed populations. 

 

3.2.3.7 Relationship Between the Mixing Process and Liposome Properties 

To investigate further Z-average and PDI results, the mixing efficiencies inside the 

microchannel were evaluated using the numerical model detailed in section above. Liposomes 

are formed when lipids initially diluted in ethanol agglomerate first in intermediate disk-shaped 

structures due to the polarity change caused by the mix of ethanol and water. As the polarity 

continues to increase, as a consequence of a lower ethanol concentration in the binary mixture, 

these disk-shaped agglomerates are forced to close into spheres to avoid lipids tails exposure 

to a high polarity value media (Lasic, 1988). How fast the transition occurs from agglomeration 

to self-assembly highly determines liposome size (Maeki et al., 2017). The mixing speed and 

uniformity modulate this transition from low polarity to high polarity. 
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In the presented validation experiments, FRR modulated the speed at which ethanol and water 

mixed, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. The separation between where each condition crosses 90% 

of mixing efficiency is reduced at each step. This feature closely relates to liposome size 

decrease as shown in Figure 6. Moreover, the slope of the curve for FRR = 1 is very different 

compared to all the other conditions. The latter indicates that PDI might be modulated by the 

speed at which mixing efficiency increases. 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Mixing efficiency at different FRRs. Each data point 
corresponds to a cross-section for a total of 11 data points from 1–11 

 
 

The relationship between concentration profiles uniformity and PDI has been investigated for 

VFF mixers (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015), where the aspect ratio controls the concentration 

profile uniformity. By contrast, in the PDM, FRR modulates the profile uniformity. PDI results 

indicate that a threshold value separating monodispersed populations and low polydisperse 

populations exist at FRR ≥ 3. These results could be related to a more uniform mixing profile 

at FRR = 1 compared with other FRR values. FRR defines the width of the diluted species at 
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the beginning of the channel. Higher FRRs values mean a narrower ethanol interface, which 

allows a faster dispersion perpendicular to the main advection direction resulting in smaller 

liposomes. Although higher FRRs results in non-uniform concentration profiles that might 

result in more polydisperse populations. This difference in the concentration profile is 

illustrated in Figure 3.15 in different cross-sections for FRR = 1 and FRR = 3.  

 

 

Figure 3.15 Numerical simulations comparing the concentration profiles at FRR = 1 
and FRR = 3 at a constant TFR = 18 mL/h A) Top view of the mixing channels and 

position of the cross-sections B) Cross-sections at different FRRs 
 
 

3.2.4 Conclusions 

In this work, we used DoE and RSM to model, control, and optimize liposome properties in a 

Periodic Disturbance Mixer. FRR and TFR control liposome Z-average (size), as the model 

predicted. On the other hand, PDI showed three statistically distinct mean values, indicating 

likely operating regime ranges. One of these PDIs is remarkably different from the other two 
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at low FRR. This behavior could suggest that centripetal forces start to produce Dean vortices 

only after specific flow conditions are reached in our proposed micromixer. Lastly, zeta 

potential values under different experimental conditions are not statistically different from each 

other, indicating that FRR and TFR do not influence this variable. These results also suggest 

that the liposomes' zeta potential is controlled by another factor not studied in this work.  

The size range of liposomes produced by our proposed device is comparable to currently 

available liposome formulations in the market. 

 

Additionally, through numerical simulations, we investigated the relationship between the 

mixing conditions in the PDM and liposome properties such as size and PDI. Mixing time was 

related to liposome size, while the uniformity of the mixing profile was related to PDI. 

Further studies are needed to understand why there are different flow regimes affecting size 

and PDI. Moreover, other properties influencing liposomes' self-assembly at a molecular level 

should be addressed. 

 

3.3 Chapter 3 conclusions 

In this chapter, Section 3.1, we presented a methodological approach to identify the most 

critical factors controlling liposome properties in a PDM. Later, in Section 3.2, those variables 

were used as a starting point to create a model to predict those properties. The selected factors 

(FRR and TFR) showed to control liposomes size in a range from 52 to 200 nm. Finally, 

through numerical modeling, we explored mixing conditions inside the PDM, and calculated 

the mixing efficiency. We offered a glance at how mixing occurs inside PDM microchannels 

and how this mixing relates to liposome properties.  In the next chapter, this exploration is 

expanded. 

 



 

CHAPTER 4 
 
 

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE FACTORS INFLUENCING LIPOSOME 
PHYSICOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN A PERIODIC DISTURBANCE 

MIXER 

Dean flow dynamics-based micromixers, such as the periodic disturbance mixer (PDM), have 

shown to produce controlled size liposomes in a scalable and reproducible way. However, 

contrary to micromixers based on molecular diffusion or chaotic advection, their production 

factors and their influence over liposome properties have not yet been addressed thoroughly. 

In this chapter, we present a comprehensive parametric study of the effects of flow conditions 

and molecular factors such as concentration, lipid type and temperature on the physicochemical 

characteristics of liposomes. Numerical models and confocal images are used to quantitatively 

and qualitatively evaluate liposome production conditions and their relationship with vesicle 

properties. This chapter extends the exploration of the factors suggested in Chapter 3. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Different production factors such as flow conditions (Andreas Jahn et al., 2010), mixing index 

(Maeki et al., 2017), geometry (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015; Michelon et al., 2017; Zizzari et 

al., 2017), lipid concentration (Maeki et al., 2017), temperature (Zook & Vreeland, 2010), 

lipids mixtures (M. Jo et al., 2020), and binary mixtures (organic-aqueous solvent mix)(Perli 

et al., 2019; Webb et al., 2019) have been extensively explored for molecular diffusion and 

chaotic advection based micromixers. However, these studies are generally not directly 

comparable since the device mixing principles or the reagents are different.  

 

One mixing strategy that has yet to be fully explored is Dean flow dynamics-aided mixing 

(Kimura et al., 2018; Jisun Lee et al., 2013; M. G. Lee et al., 2009; Valencia et al., 2010; Y. 

Wu et al., 2012). 
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In this chapter, liposomes are synthesized using a PDM (López et al., 2020) to investigate the 

effect of various production factors. The influence of FRR, TFR, lipid concentration, lipid fatty 

acid length, and temperature are evaluated over liposome properties (average size, size 

distribution, and zeta potential). None of these factors influence the zeta potential of vesicle 

nanoparticles. Numerical models are also created to correlate the mixing index (MI) to average 

liposome size and size distribution, showing a clear correlation between these variables. 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

In this chapter, the same device presented in Section 3.2, was used to investigate liposome 

production. Besides, the lipid preparation, liposome characterization, numerical modeling, 

fluid, and flow imaging are previously described in Chapter 2.  

 

The specifics of the methods used in this chapter are described below.  

 

4.2.1 Lipid preparation 

A mixture containing DMPC or 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), 

Cholesterol, and DHP was prepared in a molar ratio of 5:4:1. 

 

4.2.2 Liposome characterization 

Average liposome size, PDI, and zeta potential were measured for each of the samples 

collected. Liposome concentration was assessed using NTA for selected samples. In this 

chapter, the liposome average size results presented are number-based as opposed to Chapter 

3 and Chapter 5, which are intensity-based. This approach was taken to assess the size by 

number results and compare it with other number-based works in the literature. 
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We used the Zetasizer software to transform intensity-based size distributions into number-

based size distributions. The validity of this transformation was later tested by characterizing 

several samples using a native number-based method (NTA). 

 

4.2.2.1 Dynamic light scattering 

Samples were measured at a stable temperature of 25 °C. The average hydrodynamic diameter 

(Z-average) and PDI of at least three independent measurements were recorded and averaged. 

Size distribution by intensity was transformed into size distribution by number using Zetasizer 

Software 7.11.  

 

4.2.2.2 Zeta potential 

Zeta potential was measured by placing each sample in a disposable cuvette (1850 µl), readings 

were taken using the ZetaPlus (Brookhaven Instrument Corp.) at a stable temperature of 25 

°C. Zeta potential average is a result of 3 stable cycles and ten measurements per sample. 

 

4.2.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy 

To confirm the production of liposomes using the PDM. TEM was used to image nanoparticles, 

as described in Chapter 2.10.4.  

 

4.2.2.4 Nanoparticle tracking analysis 

Liposome size and concentration were evaluated using NTA. Measurements were made using 

Nanosight NS500 with a 532 nm laser (Nanosight Ltd, UK). Three recordings of 30 s at 25 °C 

were documented and processed using the software NTA version 3.0. 
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4.2.2.5 Intensity-based vs. Number-based size transformation validation 

In order to validate the intensity-based size distribution transformation into number-based size 

distributions using Zetasizer Software 7.11, representative samples were selected to be 

characterized both using DLS and NTA. DLS transformed to number-based size distributions 

were compared with NTA native number-based size distributions.  

 

4.2.3 Statistical analysis 

The average size (number-based), the PDI, and the zeta potential of at least three independent 

experiments were calculated for each condition described in this work as well as the standard 

deviation (SD). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess statistical 

difference, with a p < 0.05 considered as significant and marked with an asterisk symbol *. 

The Post hoc Tukey test with a 95% confidence interval was also applied to evaluate if means 

among different conditions differed significantly. For assessing liposome stability, a paired 

Student t-test was used. All statistical analyses were performed using Minitab 19 software. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

In order to glean insights into the mixing process, confocal microscopy images, together with 

numerical models, were used to characterize mixing qualitatively and quantitatively. To better 

understand the factors influencing liposome physicochemical properties (average size, size 

distribution, and zeta potential), liposomes were produced under various fluid flow conditions. 

The influence of lipid concentration, lipid acid chain length, and temperature on liposome 

production was also investigated. Finally, liposome stability and production yield were 

measured. 
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4.3.1 Alternating centripetal force direction induces mixing 

The semicircular structures of the PDM channel force the flow streams through a curvilinear 

path. Each circular path portion accelerates the flow towards the center of the semicircles. As 

the center point of each subsequent semicircular structure changes, these accelerations oscillate 

from one direction to the other, forcing the mixing process. The component of these flows 

perpendicular to the major advection direction creates vortices that rotate in opposite directions 

for a (De) ≈ 10, as demonstrated before for similar mixing devices (M. G. Lee et al., 2009). 

This directional change is repeated all along the mixing channel, in contrast with previously 

described mixers (Jisun Lee et al., 2013). A wide range of flow conditions were investigated, 

from TFR = 5 mL/h, which corresponds to a De of 3.38 to TFR = 20mL/h, which corresponds 

to a De of 13.5. The experimental range covers values above and below the Dean vortices 

formation threshold. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Micromixing in PDM at a FRR = 1 and TFR = 18 mL/h (A) Confocal 
image showing a top view of the PDM (B) Micromixer numerical model with the 

ethanol flow in red and the water flow in blue. Milli-Q. The bar represents the 
ethanol concentration (C) Cross-sections of the confocal images and their 

numerical model counterparts 
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Figure 4.1A shows the confocal image of the typical mixing process in the PDM, and Figure 

4.1B shows its numerical model counterpart for FRR = 1 and TFR = 18 mL/h, these values 

were chosen because they represent the lowest dilution as well as a TFR at which Dean  forces 

are present in the micromixer As expected, the direction of the flow perpendicular to the 

principal advection path changes in each semicircular structure, as shown in Figure 4.1C. The 

cross-section r-r’ shows how the centripetal forces push the diluted species (green) in a 

different direction than in section s-s’. The numerical model counterparts are shown below the 

confocal image. This periodic change enables an accelerated mixing process by moving the 

diluted species in a perpendicular direction to the main advection direction. 

 
 

 

Figure 4.2 Mixing index versus time for a constant FRR = 8.56 at various 
TFR (5-20 mL/h). Each data point corresponds to the 11 different cross 

sections in the diagram below 
 
 
The mixing index was calculated using the numerical model and plotted against time. Figure 

4.2 shows the MI for a given FRR = 8.56 and variable TFR. These TFR and FRR values come 
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from previously presented models to predict the experimental conditions to produce liposomes 

in the order of nanometers. As TFR increases, the time to a mixing index of 0.9 (dotted red 

line) decreases. At first, this time rapidly decreases for 5 ≤ TFR ≤ 11 mL/h; however, for TFR 

> 11 mL/h, the time only differs approximately 10 ms from each other. A TFR above 14 mL/h 

corresponds to the conditions under which the De gets close to or above 10, when Dean vortices 

are created, according to calculations made from the numerical model. Additionally, the 

maximum Re number for all flow conditions remained below 37, showing that the flow in the 

mixing channel is laminar. 

 

For FRR, as shown in Chapter 4, at a TFR = 18 mL/h value, modulates the mixing index change 

rate, and consequently the polarity change rate. This affects the liposome self-assembly process 

as well as the liposome size distribution (López et al., 2020). 

 

4.3.2 Intensity- based size vs number-based size validation 

To validate the transformation done by the Zetasizer Software 7.11 from intensity to number-

based size distribution, two samples were characterized by DLS and NTA. One sample was 

produced at FRR = 1 and TFR = 18 mL/h; the second one was produced at FRR = 9 and TFR 

= 18 mL/h. Table 4.1 shows detailed information for each sample. The second column shows 

DLS results and the third shows NTA results. The Z-average is the intensity-based size mean. 

The mean size by number is the number-based mean transformed by the Zetasizer software. 

Both Z-average (DLS) and mean (NTA) show similar results. Furthermore, the mean size by 

number and mode (the most repeated size) in NTA are similar.  

 

Table 4.1 DLS vs NTA characterization 

Flow 
Conditions DLS NTA 

FRR TFR 
(mL/h) 

Z-Average 
(nm) 

Mean Size by 
Number 

PDI SD by 
Number 

(nm) 
Mean 
(nm) 

Mode 
(nm) 

SD 
(nm) 

1 18 199.3 149.00 0.063 43.83 189.8 146.1 67.7 
9 18 65.47 37.61 0.247 11.28 62.5 40.4 49.1 
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NTA has a better resolution to detect individual particle populations, as it is shown in Figure 

4.5. Interestingly, the peaks of both, the transformed DLS size distribution by number and the 

NTA peaks are similar. These results suggest that the transformation done by the software and 

NTA native by number size distribution results are interchangeable for this set of experiments. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Size distribution by number normalized for the same sample produced at 
FRR = 1 and TFR = 18 mL/h. Characterized in the DLS (blue) and  NTA (orange) 

 
 
Similarly, a sample with a smaller diameter and with a higher PDI showed consistent results. 

In this case NTA shows 5 different peaks, however, the main peak remains similar to the one 

measure by the DLS as shown in Figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.4 Size distribution by number normalized for the same sample produced at 
FRR = 1 and TFR = 18 mL/h. Characterized in the DLS (blue) and  NTA (orange) 

 
 

Size distributions characterized by the NTA and the DLS transformation showed similar 

results. This data indicates that for the specific experimental range, DLS by number size 

distribution can be used to estimate the real size distributions by number.  

 

4.3.3 TFR controls liposome size 

Under a FRR set at 8.56, the TFR exerted a clear influence over liposome size. Up to 14 mL/h, 

an increase in TFR led to a decrease in liposome size (Figure 4.5A). This TFR threshold 

corresponds to the transition of De from below 10 to above 10. The Tukey test revealed three 

statistically different mean groups corresponding to 5, 8, and all TFR values above or equal to 

11 mL/h. These means show the effective TFR control range over average liposome size. The 

liposome diameter reduction observed while increasing TFR corresponds to a mixing time 
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decrease to reach a mixing index = 0.9. As the De gets closer to 10, Dean vortices formation 

improves the mixing process, thus reducing liposome size. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Effect of the TFR on various liposome properties 
 
 

The TFR did not influence liposome PDI (Figure 4.5B) for the values studied. Liposome size 

distribution by number was consistent for a wide range of conditions (Figure 4.5D). This 

mixing device property is particularly important when developing drug delivery systems that 

might target different tissues and organs.  

 

As shown in Figure 4.5C, the liposome zeta potential was relatively constant, with a mean of 

-47 mV, under various TFR conditions. The data suggest that zeta potential is not influenced 

by TFR, as previously shown for the SHM (Kastner et al., 2014). Moreover, the zeta potential 

is within the stability zone (green) for particles suspended in a media which is above |30 mV| 

(Kumar & Dixit, 2017), so it is expected that particles will remain stable for several weeks, 
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contributing to a potentially long shelf life. Similar results are found in all experiments through 

this work. 

 

Overall, liposome diameter can be tuned by varying the TFR, our results indicate that this 

parameter modulates the magnitude of centripetal forces inside mixing channels. Once TFR 

approaches to the value at which Dean vortices are created, ethanol dilution in water 

significantly increases. Consequently, the polarity change rate timescale decreases, forcing a 

faster assembly of lipid intermediate structures into liposomes  resulting in smaller 

nanoparticles . 

 

4.3.4 FRR controls liposome size in a defined range 

FRR showed an impact on liposome diameter. Increasing FRR value from 1 to 3 at a constant 

TFR = 18 mL/h decreased liposomes diameter from 142 nm to 40 nm, as shown in Figure 

4.6A. This abrupt variation in size indicates a change in the micromixing regime inside the 

microdevice. As FRR increases above 3, liposome diameters slightly change, reaching a value 

of 29 nm at FRR = 7, followed by a small increase of 7 nm until finally reaching a minimum 

size of 27 nm at FRR = 12. It is noteworthy that the PDM produces liposomes with a diameter 

of around 40 nm at a FRR of only 3, resulting in a much lower dilution for producing 

nanoparticles compared with other micromixers. Statistically, the average liposome size has 

only two different value means: one at FRR < 3 and the other at FRR ≥ 3. This FRR range is 

comparable with chaotic advection-based micromixers, and much narrower than for molecular 

diffusion-based micromixers. 
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Figure 4.6 The effect of FRR over liposomes properties 
 
 

In the previous chapter we have shown that  a FRR value of approximately three is a threshold 

that divides highly monodispersed and low polydispersed liposome populations (see Figure 

4.6B). This behavior might be caused by the decrease in the uniformity of the concentration 

profile (López et al., 2020). 

 

Previously discussed results contrast with the SHM in the commercially available microfluidic 

system in which FRR greater than 3 produces liposomes with PDI above 0.4, leading to much 

more polydispersed populations (Kastner et al., 2014). This shows another advantage of the 

PDM over other micromixers which PDI is not affected noticeably after FRR = 3, producing 

low polydispersed populations in contrast with the highly polydispersed populations of the 

SHM.  
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Like TFR, evidence suggests that for the studied range, FRR does not influence liposome zeta 

potential, as shown in Figure 4.6C. Finally, Figure 4.6D shows normalized size distributions 

by number for different FRRs. Average liposome size and size distribution are similar for 

FRR≥3. 

 

The data suggest that FRR modulates liposome size in a small range, affecting mainly PDI 

when it changes from 1 to 3. Previously presented numerical models suggest that this could be 

related to the concentration profile uniformity (López et al., 2020). The PDM can produce 

liposomes below 40 nm at low FRR, comparable to the SHM, but without increasing liposome 

population PDI. The latter could be useful when trying to keep a low polydispersity in 

liposomes that need to be small to passively target organs and tissues with high specificity. 

 

4.3.5 Lipid concentration influences liposome size 

In this section, the lipid concentration effects on liposome physicochemical characteristics are 

investigated. The tested concentrations ranged from 5 to up to 40 mM. Each concentration 

level studied was the double of the previous one. In this section, the lipid concentration effects 

on liposome physicochemical characteristics are investigated. The tested concentrations 

ranged from 5 up to 40 mM. The flow conditions were set to a constant FRR = 8.56 and a TFR 

= 18 mL/h, according to the previously presented statistical model, these flow conditions 

produced the smallest liposomes in PDM. The hot plate temperature was set to 40 °C. Average 

liposome size increased rapidly from 44 nm to 74 nm when lipid concentration was doubled; 

from that point on, liposome size increased almost linearly even though concentration was 

doubling, as shown in Figure 4.7A.  According to Tukey test grouping, there are three liposome 

size mean groups: one at 5 mM, another grouping from 10 mM to 20 mM, and a final one at 

40 mM. Similar results are reported for SHM mixers (Maeki et al., 2017) and contrast with 

previously presented for other types of mixers such as VFF (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015) 

where liposome size does not change dramatically by changing lipid concentration from 5 mM 

to 40 mM. 
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Figure 4.7 Initial lipid concentration effects over liposome size 
 
 

By contrast, PDI and zeta potential were not remarkably affected by the variation of the initial 

lipid concentration, as shown in Figure 4.7B and Figure 4.7C.  The zeta potential is in the 

stability zone (shaded green). Increases in lipid concentration lead to increasingly higher 

average liposome size (Figure 4.7D). This behavior could be explained by the increased 

nucleation of the intermediated disk-shaped structures at the beginning of the mixing channel. 

This result indicates that a higher initial concentration results in larger liposomes, as opposed 

to more liposomes with similar size. 

 

To better understand the average liposome size grow due to the increase in the concentration, 

the process was modeled using the next assumptions. Liposomes in micromixers start as 

intermediate disk-shaped lipid bilayers with a surface area A_d0 directly proportional to the 

lipid concentration (assumption 1). The surface area of this intermediate disk-shaped structure 

is equal to the surface area of a spherical liposome made from this intermediate structure, as 

shown in Equation (4.1). As the initial concentration doubles, the surface area of this lipid 
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bilayer increases proportionally as shown in Equation (4.2), implying that this area is not 

broken into small pieces (assumption 2). Thus, the diameter of the liposome when the initial 

concentration is doubled is given by Equation (4.3). 

 𝐴 = 𝐴 = 𝜋𝐷  (4.1)

 𝐴 = 2𝐴 = 𝜋𝐷 =  2𝜋𝐷  (4.2)

 𝐷 = √2 𝐷  (4.3)

 

Where 𝐴  is the surface area of the intermediate disk-shaped lipid bilayer at a given initial 

concentration, 𝐴  is the surface area of the spherical liposome  and 𝐷  is the diameter of the 

liposomes given the initial concentration.  Starting from a given concentration and knowing 

liposome diameter, one can calculate subsequent liposome diameters for each liposome 

concentration doubling using Equation (4.4) or more generally for any given constant 

proportional increase X, as shown in Equation (4.5). 

 𝐷 = 2  𝐷  (4.4)

 𝐷 = 𝑋  𝐷  (4.5)

 

Where n is the value of the index in the series. This model was compared with the experimental 

values. Other authors have had similar results using energetic considerations.(Phapal et al., 

2017). The model predicted values are within the range of one standard deviation of 

experimental results as shown in Figure 4.7A. In the next section, we explore if this model is 

applicable for a lipid with a longer fatty acid chain and a different transition temperature. 
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4.3.6 Lipid fatty acid chain length influence over liposome size 

The influence of the nature of the lipid constituent over liposome properties was also 

investigated. The original lipid mixture was modified by replacing DMPC by DSPC. The latter 

possesses an almost identical structure compared to DMPC, except for the fact that it has more 

carbons   in its fatty acid chain (18 DSPC vs 14 DMPC). This difference has a direct impact 

on lipid transition temperature, which is 24 °C for DMPC and 55°C for DSPC, as well as on 

the elastic bending energy of the intermediate disk-shaped structures (Zook & Vreeland, 2010). 

Liposomes produced at 40 °C using DSPC as the primary lipid resulted in larger liposomes 

compared with DMPC, as shown in Figure 4.8A. Average liposome size was far below the 

value predicted for the previously presented model. In this case, lipid concentration increase 

did not result in liposome diameter increase, as stated by Equation (4.4), indicating that disk-

shaped intermediate structures are disrupted before they assemble into liposomes. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Liposome properties produced using DSPC, cholesterol, and DHP in a 
molar ratio 5:4:1 
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PDI, on the other hand, oscillated around 0.2, without substantial variations compared with 

different concentrations or lipid mixture type (as shown in Figure 4.8B) 

 

 On the other hand, liposome zeta potential did not show any statistically significant difference 

compared with DMPC liposomes prepared under the same conditions (see Figure 4.8C).  Both 

lipids have the same terminal head group. These results   suggest that zeta potential is 

controlled by terminal group properties and not by lipid concentration or fatty acid chain 

length. 

 

Finally, size distributions are mostly monomodal populations except for the one prepared with 

10 mM concentration, which exhibits two peaks as it is shown in Figure 4.8D. 

 

4.3.7 Temperature and liposome size are negatively correlated 

Liposomes containing DMPC as the primary lipid were produced at four different 

temperatures, 25 °C (close to DMPC transition temperature), 40 °C, 55 °C and 70 °C. 

 

A higher temperature implies a lower elastic bending energy of the lipid-made membranes; 

thus, smaller liposomes, as shown in Figure 4.9A.  Intermediate disk-shaped structures bend 

faster as temperature increases. The Tukey test revealed that there were only two statistically 

significant means groups for size: one for 25 °C, and the other for temperatures above 40 °C. 

 

By contrast, PDI shows a similar pattern compared to previously presented experiments (see 

Figure 4.9B). Finally, zeta potential values are not statistically significant at different 

temperatures, confirming that this characteristic is independent of temperature (see Figure 

4.9C).  Finally, all populations are monomodal see Figure 4.9D. 
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Figure 4.9 Temperature effects on liposome properties 
 
 

4.3.8 Liposomes are stable in the long term 

Average liposome size and size distribution stability were of interest because the centripetal 

forces at which liposomes were exposed during the mixing process in the semicircular 

structures or ethanol residues that might have a detrimental effect on lipid bilayer stability. 

Stability was assessed 50 days after synthesis. Average liposome size and PDI variations were 

3 and 0.016 nm, respectively. The samples with the smallest size or PDI were the most 

susceptible to variation. However, most of these variations are within one standard deviation 

(SD). Figure 4.10A shows the sample with the most significant relative variation among 

liposomes produced at different TFR and FRR. Figure 4.10B shows a typical sample. 

 

Neither centripetal forces nor ethanol residues showed an effect on liposome long-term size 

and size distribution stability. One could conclude that ethanol residues in the membrane are 

not significant enough to degrade the lipid bilayers 
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Figure 4.10 Liposomes stability after 50 days diameter mean +/- 1 SD 
A) Liposome sample synthesized at FRR = 12 and TFR = 18 mL/h, 

 B) FRR = 8.56 TFR = 20 mL/h T = 70 °C 

 
 

In order to evaluate liposome integrity, liposomes were imaged using TEM. Images indicated 

that liposomes preserve their structure three months after production, as shown in Figure 4.11. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Liposomes produced at FRR = 8.56 TFR = 18 mL/h, 
initial lipid concentration of 10 mM, T= 40 °C made of 

DMPC:CHOL:DHP at a molar ratio 5:4:1 three months after 
production 
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4.3.9 Liposome production rate 

Regarding industrial scalability, liposome production rate is an important parameter as size 

and size distribution. The PDM production rate was 24.63 mg/h or approximately 1014 

liposomes/h with a liposome diameter of 142 nm using an initial lipid concentration of 5 mM. 

FRR = 1 and TFR = 18 mL/h. The production rate order of magnitude was confirmed using 

the concentration results from NTA as shown in Table 4.2 for a sample diluted to 1µg/mL. 

 

Table 4.2 Theoretical vs. Measured particle concentration 
produce at FRR = 1 TFR = 18 mL/h 

Theoretical concentration solving Equation (2.15) Measured Concentration using 
NTA 

4.23 x 109 particles/mL 7.15 x 109 particles/mL 

 
 

At a FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h using a 40 mM initial concentration, the final production 

rate is calculated to be 41.22 mg/h with a liposome size of 115 nm as shown in Figure 4.8. 
Even considering the low initial concentration (5 mM) in this work experiments, together with 

the relatively low total flow rates (max 20 mL/h), the PDM production rate is comparable with 

the VFF (R. R. Hood & DeVoe, 2015) order of magnitude, and far above previous described 

Tesla Structures (Valencia et al., 2010) or 3D mixers(Y. Wu et al., 2012).  
 

4.4 Chapter 4 conclusions 

In this chapter, we performed a comprehensive parametric evaluation of crucial variables 

controlling liposome physicochemical characteristics inherent to a Dean Flow dynamics-based 

micromixer. Mixing index, average liposome size, and PDI variations were shown to be closely 

related in this device. Liposome size was mainly controlled by TFR and, in a limited range, by 

FRR. TFR also modulated liposome production rate, so it contributed to producing small 

liposomes at high yield in contrast with other mixers, which require higher dilutions to produce 

liposome nanoparticles. FRR was shown to control PDI by setting a threshold between highly 
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monodisperse and low polydispersed liposome populations. It was also demonstrated that this 

platform can produce liposome nanoparticles at low dilution factors (FRR = 3). 

 

Additionally, we investigated molecular-related factors such as lipid concentration, fattyacid 

chain length, and temperature. These variables affect liposome size and size distribution. A 

model explaining how lipid concentration affects average liposome size was presented. We 

contrasted the validity of the model against liposomes produced using two different lipid 

mixtures. It was demonstrated that, for liposomes composed primarily of DMPC, the model 

predicts the average liposome size. On the other hand, increasing the production temperature 

was shown to decrease liposome size. Finally, liposome zeta potential was not affected by any 

of the studied variables in this work. Through this work, it was shown that the PDM has the 

potential to be used in the production of delivery systems. 

 





 

CHAPTER 5 
 
 

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT ORGANIC SOLVENTS IN LIPOSOME 
PROPERTIES PRODUCED IN A PERIODIC DISTURBANCE MIXER: 

TRANSCUTOL®, A POTENTIAL ORGANIC SOLVENT REPLACEMENT 

In this chapter, to assess the organic solvent influence over liposome characteristics, we 

investigated three conventional organic solvents: ethanol, methanol, and isopropanol, as well 

as Transcutol®. Also, it was proposed for the first time, the use of Transcutol® instead of 

conventional solvents has the potential to avoid the need for removing this substance from the 

final liposome formulation.  

 

5.1 Introduction 

Diethylene glycol monoethyl ether (DEGEE), or more commonly known for years under the 

trade name Transcutol® (Gattefossé, Lyon, France), is a liquid solvent used as an excipient in 

numerous commercial formulations. It plays an important role as a penetration enhancer since 

it can penetrate the epidermis (first layer of the skin), and decrease its resistance barrier by 

temporarily weakening its impermeability, enabling transdermal delivery; therefore, it is 

principally applied in topical and dermal products (Javadzadeh, Adibkia, & Hamishekar, 

2015). This hydroalcoholic solvent, which is gaining interest in different fields of application, 

can also be found in dietary supplements and nutraceutical products used as a strong solubilizer 

(Ha et al., 2019). Unfortunately, Transcutol® is contaminated with ethylene glycol and 

diethylene glycol, two impurities identified as toxic substances for humans. Before the 90s, the 

solvent had a low purity and showed some adverse effects. Nevertheless, it is suggested that 

these problems were due to its contaminants and not the solvent itself (Srivastava et al., 2019). 

The long history of Transcutol® use in personal care products and food proved safe in human 

usage. Nowadays, the Transcutol® used in pharmaceutical products is a high purity (HP), with 

over 99.9% of DEGEE (Osborne & Musakhanian, 2018). At this grade, it is safe and well-

tolerated, which makes it more appealing to new oral or parenteral administrations such as 

liposomal DDS (Ha et al., 2019). This fact is one of the main motivations for this chapter to 
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investigate the use of Transcutol® on liposome synthesis since these solvent residues could 

even help drug delivery as opposed to other organic solvents such as methanol or IPA, 

substances well known to be toxic. 

 

Ways to control and modulate liposome characteristics in micromixers have been explored, 

such as flow rate (Kastner et al., 2014), micromixer geometry (Michelon et al., 2017), aqueous 

solvent ionic strength (Perli et al., 2019) and nanoparticle composition (M. Jo et al., 2020). 

However, the study of the effects of different organic solvents or aqueous solvents has not been 

thoroughly explored in micromixers, except for the study of four different binary mixtures 

(Joshi et al., 2016), another in aqueous solvents (Guner & Oztop, 2017) and a very recent work 

using conventional organic solvents (Webb et al., 2019). However, the use of various methods, 

devices, or lipid compositions in these research works does not enable a proper comparison. 

 

Therefore, the purpose of this chapter work is to generate comparable data, utilizing different 

organic solvents with a well-defined micromixer, lipid concentration, and temperature 

production conditions, allowing the study of the effects on particle size, size distribution, and 

zeta potential. Additionally, the effects of lipid concentration and temperature are studied for 

only two of these solvents (ethanol and Transcutol®, and the stability of lipid nanoparticles is 

assessed. 

 

The organic solvents investigated in this work are ethanol, IPA, methanol and Transcutol®. 

Ethanol has been chosen as a control solvent or benchmark due to its wide application in this 

field, and well-known toxicity profile. On the other hand, IPA is known to be a suitable solvent 

for cholesterol and has a stabilizing effect on the edges of the bilayer discs, and consequently, 

a proven effect on liposome size (Zook & Vreeland, 2010). Methanol has shown in previous 

investigations to produce smaller size range vesicles than ethanol when mixed with PBS (Joshi 

et al., 2016). Finally, a solvent which is commercially known as Transcutol®, which despite 

its long history of use in topical formulations and cosmetics, has never been studied in liposome 

synthesis using micromixers. 
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5.2 Materials and methods 

The same microfluidic device employed in previous chapters with an AR = 1 was used in the 

next set of experiments. The general description of methods is given in Chapter 2. The details 

of this chapter experiments are described below.  

 

5.2.1 Lipids preparation and nanoparticle production 

Ethanol (100%), IPA, methanol and chloroform (all last three HPLC grade) were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich Canada, while Transcutol® was provided by Gattefossé (Gattefossé, 

Canada Inc, Montreal, Canada). The Transcutol® used was HP grade, containing at least 99.9 

% of diethylene glycol monoethyl ether. The same lipid mixture used in the previous chapter 

was prepared (DMPC: CHOL: DHP 5:4:1 molar ratio). Lipids mixtures were again diluted 

individually in the four cited organic solvents. The final concentration of lipids in the solvents 

was set according to the experimental design shown in section 6.2.4.  

 

TFR in the device for all the experiments was 18 mL/h. FRR between Milli-Q Water and the 

organic solvent flow was 8.56. These values were predicted to produce the smallest 

nanoparticles using ethanol, as shown before in section 3.2 (López et al., 2020). Both inlet 

stream flows were controlled using  Harvard Apparatus syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus 

Canada, Montreal, Canada) connected to a computer interface. The control application was 

programmed in Python programming language. It controls both flow conditions and the hot 

plate temperature. The micromixer device was placed on the top of a hot plate. The hot plate 

was used to set a constant and specific production temperature for each experiment. 

 

As part of the nanoparticle production process, a fluid stabilization time of 330 seconds was 

established before starting the sample collection. This duration is selected to allow the flow 

inside the channel to develop and reach a steady state. 
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5.2.2 Nanoparticle characterization 

Nanoparticle size and size distribution were measured using the DLS technique. The averaged 

results per condition based on intensity are presented. Zeta potential average is a result of 3 

stable cycles and ten repetitions for each sample. The measurements of vesicle size, 

polydispersity, particle size distribution, and zeta potential were all carried out at 25 ºC. 

 

5.2.3 Experimental design and statistical analysis 

Three sets of experiments were designed to investigate the influence of different organic 

solvents over liposome properties. First, the four organic solvents were tested one by one under 

the same fluid flow conditions (FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h), at a production temperature 

of 40 ºC and with a lipid concentration of 10 mM. Next, a set of 8 different experiments was 

performed using just ethanol and Transcutol®. This set tested the remaining lipid 

concentrations at 40 °C. Finally, a set of 6 more experiments using ethanol and Transcutol® 

were executed for all three remaining temperatures at a 10 mM lipid concentration. The 

temperature range was set to be above DMPC transition temperature (24 °C). A summary of 

the experiments performed is shown in Table 5.1, the organic solvent, temperature, and lipid 

concentration for each of the tested conditions are shown. E = Ethanol, T = Transcutol®,  

M = Methanol, and I = Isopropanol. Three repeats were produced for each condition. 

Additionally, a stability assessment 50 days after production was performed on all samples.  

 

Table 5.1 Experimental design. All the experiments were 
performed at FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h  

Concentration\Temperature 25 °C 40 °C 55 °C 70 °C 

5 mM x E/T x x 

10 mM E/T M/I/E/T E/T E/T 

20 mM x E/T x x 

40 mM x E/T x x 
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The average, as well as the standard deviation of the Z- average, PDI, and zeta potential, were 

calculated. ANOVA (p<0.05) with the Pairwise Tukey Grouping Method was used to group 

means with a confidence level of 95%. This analysis was performed using Minitab® 19.1 

software. 

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

For a fixed aqueous solvent as in this case water, the organic solvent determines the gradient 

and thus the polarity change rate. In order to assess the influence of this factor, liposomes were 

produced using different organic solvents and characterized, and their properties were analyzed 

using statistical tools. Later, ethanol and Transcutol® as organic solvents and their effects on 

liposomes properties were investigated at different temperatures and concentrations. 

 

5.3.1 Liposome production using different organic solvents 

For the first set of experiments, nanoparticles were produced using four different organic 

solvents, comprising ethanol, IPA, methanol and Transcutol®, and the same aqueous solvent 

(Milli-Q Water). Fig. 2A Y-axis represents the Z-Average (diameter) and the X-axis represents 

the organic solvent used to produce the particles. 

 

According to the Tukey grouping method, ethanol and methanol Z-average size correspond to 

the same mean, while IPA and Transcutol® are part of another group with smaller lipid 

nanoparticles.  
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Figure 5.1 Liposomes synthesized using an FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h at 40 ℃ 
using different organic solvents with a 10 mM lipid concentration A) Z-Average and 
PDI. The bars indicate +/- 1 SD n = 3 B) Size Distribution by Intensity Normalized 

 
 

The particle polydispersity index is also shown in Fig. 2A, on the secondary Y-axis (right side). 

PDI can vary from 0 to 1, where lower values indicate a more homogeneous size distribution. 

Values under 0.2 are considered as low polydispersed populations.  In this case, all PDI values 

except isopropanol were below 0.2. Additionally, the PDI value of methanol (0.106) is 

considered a monodisperse population.  

 

There are only two different mean groups for the PDI value. The first one contains ethanol, 

IPA, and Transcutol®, and the other contains methanol. Hence, only methanol is statistically 

different from the other solvents. 

 

Size Distribution by Intensity, as well as the Z-Average mean value (displayed in parentheses), 

are presented in Fig. 2B. The intensity was normalized between 0 and 1. The graph shows that 

the smallest nanoparticles were produced using Transcutol® as a solvent. On the other hand, 

Size Distribution by Number also shows that Transcutol® produced the smallest nanoparticles 
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considering the peak of this distribution, as is shown in Figure 5.2 (the value in parentheses is 

the peak average of the size distribution by number). 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Liposomes synthetized using an FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h at  40 ℃ 
using different organic solvents with a 10 mM lipid concentration A) Diameter by 

number. The bars indicate +/- 1 SD n = 3 B) Size Distribution by Number Normalized 
 
 

This size variance between solvents could stem from their different polarities. It is known that 

the mixing of an aqueous solvent with the organic solvent produces an increase in polarity, 

which in turn causes the lipids to become less soluble triggering liposome self-assembly. Other 

authors have shown that control of the mixing speed enables the control of liposome size. 

Furthermore, a lower mixing time results in smaller nanoparticles (Maeki et al., 2017). In this 

case, a greater gradient in polarity between the organic and the aqueous solvent leads to a more 

drastic, and hence faster polarity change, which produces smaller particles (as seen in Figure 

5.3). Transcutol® has a lower dielectric constant, and hence lower polarity than IPA, which in 

turn, has a lower polarity than ethanol and methanol (Osborne & Musakhanian, 2018). This 

translates into a higher polarity gradient, considering the fixed aqueous solvent (water) as well 

as an increased polarity change rate. 
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Figure 5.3 Nanoparticle formation process. The increase of the aqueous solvent 
concentration, and hence the polarity of the mixture, causes the lipids to self-assemble 

in disk-shaped structures, which finally bend and close into liposomes 
 
 

Additionally, studies on binary mixtures polarities indicate that some mixtures of organic 

solvents (like methanol and IPA) with water undergo a steep increase in polarity when the 

solvent is low in concentration (less than 40% solvent) (Bosch & Rosés, 1992), which appears 

to be the concentration region in which liposomes are formed according to previous works 

(40%) (Andreas Jahn et al., 2004), (25%-50%) (Phapal et al., 2017). However, there is no 

consensus about the exact figure (Maeki et al., 2017). 

 

Alternatively, the variation in the solvent viscosity does not appear to have an essential effect 

on liposome size in this type of micromixer. Prior studies showed a possible relation between 

viscosity and mixing speed in micro hydrodynamic focusing devices, where higher viscosity 

would slow down the fluid flow and posterior mixing (Z. Wu & Nguyen, 2005a). More viscous 

fluids would then be expected to produce bigger nanoparticles. However, IPA and Transcutol® 

have a viscosity value of 2.35 and 4.8 cP (Osborne & Musakhanian, 2018) at 20 ºC, whereas 
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ethanol and methanol have values of 1.2 and 0.594 cP, respectively, and yet IPA and 

Transcutol® produce smaller nanoparticles in the PDM. 

 

Finally, the particle zeta potential means were statistically the same for all four organic 

solvents, meaning that regardless of the organic solvent used, zeta potential values were similar 

as shown in Figure 5.4. The zeta potential values obtained are considered over the stability 

threshold (+/- 30 mV). A very recently published work in which liposomes were produced 

using different organic solvents (ethanol, methanol and IPA) with two commercially available 

microfluidic systems, presented similar results, where, as in this work, liposome zeta potential 

was unaffected by the solvent selection. However, in terms of liposome size, they presented 

contradictory results, finding that IPA yielded the largest liposomes, while methanol yielded 

the smallest ones (Webb et al., 2019). This finding may be an indicator that the mixing method 

plays a role in the size of liposomes. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Zeta Potential of liposomes synthesized using an 
FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h at 40 ℃ 
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Our results using different organics solvents prove that Transcutol® not only enables the 

production of lipid nanoparticles but also presents better results in terms of size versus ethanol 

or methanol (the particles produced are smaller). For this reason, the two new sets of 

experiments were also designed using Transcutol®, testing in these cases the lipid 

concentration and temperature effects on size, PDI and zeta potential. The same experiments 

were also run with ethanol, as a benchmark solvent, to compare the obtained results, while 

methanol and IPA were dismissed due to their toxicity. 

 

5.3.2 Concentration effects on liposomes produced with ethanol and Transcutol® 

Lipid nanoparticles were produced at different concentrations of 5, 10, 20 and 40 mM. The 

production temperature was set to 40 ºC. The two organic solvents investigated were ethanol 

and Transcutol®, and the same aqueous solvent (Milli-Q water). 

 

Nanoparticles produced with ethanol and Transcutol® increased in size as lipid concentration 

increased, as observed in Figure 5.5A; Y-axis shows the diameter (Z-Average) while X-axis 

displays the lipid concentration. This phenomenon supports the results from previous studies 

where lipid nanoparticles produced with ethanol increased in size with lipid concentration. The 

reason behind this behavior is the availability of more lipids to grow and fuse into the 

intermediate disk-shaped structures, to finally self-assemble into larger liposomes (Maeki et 

al., 2017). 

 

Transcutol® produces smaller nanoparticles than ethanol, except for the extreme cases at 5 and 

40 mM lipid concentrations, where both means belong to the same group according to the 

Tukey method. The analysis also indicates that there is no statistically significant difference 

between ethanol at 20 and 40 mM, and between Transcutol® at 5 and 10 mM. 
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Figure 5.5 Liposomes synthesized using two different organic solvents and different lipid 
concentrations at 40 ºC, with an FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18mL/h A) Average size and PDI. 
The bars indicate +/- 1 SD n = 3 B) Size Distribution by Intensity Normalized for ethanol 

C) Size Distribution by Intensity Normalized for Transcutol® 
 
 

The two organic solvents presented low PDI values. However, at higher lipid concentrations, 

Transcutol® offers a significantly smaller PDI, which is comparable to monodispersed 

populations. 

 

Size Distribution by Intensity and Z-Average mean value (displayed in parentheses) for both 

ethanol and Transcutol® are found in Figure 5.5B and Figure 5.5C, respectively. Ethanol size 

distribution is shifted to the right compared with the one of Transcutol®, meaning bigger size. 

Additionally, high lipid concentration curves are wider, which implies that populations are less 

homogeneous. 
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The statistical analysis for zeta potential confirms once again that the electrokinetic potential 

is stable, meaning that regardless of the organic solvent used and the lipid concentration, all 

liposome zeta potential value means were statistically the same (see Figure 5.6). 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Zeta Potential of liposomes synthesized using two 
different organic solvents and different lipid concentrations at 40 ºC, 
with an FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18mL/h. The bars indicate +/- 1 SD  

n = 3 
 
 

5.3.3 Temperature effects on liposomes produced with ethanol and Transcutol® 

The third and last set of experiments shows the results of the effect of production temperature 

on nanoparticles with a 10 mM lipid concentration. Again, both ethanol and Transcutol® were 

used as organic solvents and Milli-Q water as an aqueous solvent. 
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Figure 5.7 Liposomes synthetized using two different organic solvents and different 
production temperatures at 10 mM lipid concentration, with an FRR = 8.56 and  

TFR = 18mL/h A) Average size and PDI. The bars indicate +/- 1 SD n = 3  
B) Size Distribution by Intensity Normalized for ethanol C) Size Distribution by 

Intensity Normalized for Transcutol® 
 
 

When using ethanol, a relationship can be observed between temperature and diameter (see 

Figure 5.7), which is consistent with previous work on temperature effects (Zook & Vreeland, 

2010). According to the Tukey method, there are only two different mean groups, one 

containing 25º and 40 ºC, and another one with 55º and 70 ºC. This behavior could be explained 

by the proximity to the gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition temperature of the lipids and 

its relation to the elasticity modulus. Other authors have shown that liposome size increased 

when formed far below the transition temperature, as the membrane elasticity modulus is 

larger, and hence the membrane is much stiffer (Zook & Vreeland, 2010). As production 

temperature approaches the transition temperature, liposomes decrease in size, since the 

membrane becomes more elastic and bends faster in a closed vesicle. By contrast, above the 
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transition temperature, membrane elasticity modulus is much less dependent on temperature 

and liposome size suffers less variation. DMPC transition temperature is 24 ºC, but when 

mixed with cholesterol it can widen the phase transition up to 10º to 15 ºC, reaching 40 ºC. 

This behavior explains why there is no significant difference between the two low 

temperatures. Above the transition temperature, size comes to be less dependent on 

temperature. Thus, 55º and 70 ºC show no significant difference either (Zook & Vreeland, 

2010). 

 

Transcutol®, on the other hand, does not present this kind of behavior but shows a more stable 

average size. In fact, size averages at all four temperatures are statistically equal. There is 

neither a significant difference between the two solvents at 55º nor 70 ºC. Thus, Transcutol® 

only offers statistically significant smaller particles at production temperatures below 55 ºC. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Zeta Potential of liposomes synthesized using two 
different organic solvents and different production 
temperatures at 10 mM lipid concentration, with an  

FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18mL/h. The bars indicate +/- 1 SD  
n = 3 
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PDI, displayed in Figure 5.7A, is below 0.2 for all temperatures and solvents once again. 

Finally, the statistical analysis for zeta potential confirms once more that the electrokinetic 

potential is stable, showing that regardless of the organic solvent used and the production 

temperature, all means were not statistically different (see Figure 5.8). 

 

5.3.4 Liposome size stability 

The characterization of the nanoparticles was performed one day after their synthesis. Fifty 

days later, after storing the solutions at 4 ºC, a new characterization was carried out to study 

the size stability of these particles. In Fig. 6, a comparison between the two characterizations 

when using ethanol is presented. Fig. 6A shows Size Distributions by Intensity of the three 

sample groups that suffered less change, while Fig. 6B shows the ones which suffered the most 

significant change. In the first case, the means are statistically the same, whereas case B 

represents two significantly different means. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Liposome size evolution synthetized with ethanol at 40 ºC using an  
FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18 mL/h. 1-day vs. 50 days after synthesis characterization  

A) Size Distribution by Intensity of the least changing sample synthesized with a 5 mM 
lipid concentration B) Size Distribution by Intensity of the most changing sample 

synthesized with a 40 mM lipid concentration 
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Size distributions presented in Figure 7A and Figure 7B correspond respectively to the least 

and most changing particle size means, for the nanoparticles produced with Transcutol®. The 

characterizations were performed one day and 50 days after synthesis. Statistical analysis 

shows that in both cases, means are statistically equal. Transcutol® liposomes are consequently 

more size stable over time than ethanol liposomes. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Liposome size evolution synthetized with Transcutol® using an FRR = 8.56 
and TFR = 18mL/h. 1-day vs. 50 days after synthesis characterization A) Size Distribution 

by Intensity of the least changing sample produced at 40 ºC and with a 40 mM lipid 
concentration B) Size Distribution by Intensity of the most changing sample produced at 

70 ºC and with a 10 mM lipid concentration 
 
 

Size distributions presented in Figure 5.11A and Figure 5.11B correspond respectively to the 

least and most changing particle size means, for the nanoparticles produced with Transcutol®. 

The characterizations were performed one day and 50 days after synthesis. Statistical analysis 

shows that in both cases, means are statistically equal. Transcutol® liposomes are consequently 

more size stable over time than ethanol liposomes. 
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Figure 5.11 Liposome size evolution synthetized with Transcutol® using an  
FRR = 8.56 and TFR = 18mL/h. 1-day vs. 50 days after synthesis characterization  

A) Size Distribution by Intensity of the least changing sample produced at 40 ºC and 
with a 40 mM lipid concentration B) Size Distribution by Intensity of the most 

changing sample produced at 70 ºC and with a 10 mM lipid concentration 
 
 

5.4 Chapter 5 conclusions 
In this chapter, we investigated the liposome properties produced in a micromixer (PDM) using 

conventional organic solvents such as ethanol, IPA, and methanol, but also, and for the first 

time Transcutol®. 

 

The substitution of the organic solvent by Transcutol® could help avoid additional filtration 

steps by virtue of its improved safety profile compared with other organic solvents. Moreover, 

it could be used as a skin permeation/penetration enhancer for liposomal DDS and provides a 

clear difference compared to methanol or IPA regarding safety issues. 

 

The obtained results demonstrate that IPA and Transcutol® produce smaller nanoparticles than 

ethanol and methanol under the studied condition, while Transcutol® produces smaller 

particles under several different temperatures and lipid concentration conditions compared 

with ethanol. The studies also showed that the organic solvent used, production temperature, 

and lipid concentration have no effect on the nanoparticle zeta potential. 

 





 

CHAPTER 6 
 
 

FUTURE WORK: TOWARDS BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

In this chapter, we describe research findings derived from this work as well as potential 

research lines for future work. Most of them are focused on accelerating the technology transfer 

from the laboratory to biomedical applications for the benefit of patients. This objective could 

be fulfilled by facilitating micromixers fabrication, reduce its cost as well as increase liposome 

production yield. Finally, liposome characterization methods can be used to investigate cell to 

cell communication. 

 

6.1 Alternative microfabrication process: 3D printing 

3D-printing has recently attracted the interest of researchers in microfluidics. This technology 

has proved its potential as a way of fabricating microchannels, offering an automated, low-

cost, and straight-forward approach compared with the laborious soft-lithography method (N. 

Bhattacharjee, Urrios, Kang, & Folch, 2016). 3D-printing enables rapid prototyping. 

Microfluidic devices can be produced using an additive 3D-printing method such as fused 

deposition modeling (FDM), with channels width in the order of hundreds of micrometers.  

These devices can be used for testing new topologies, geometries, and concepts before 

investing in other costlier methods. However, the study of the fluid flows inside microfluidic 

devices requires optical access to microchannels. Unfortunately, even transparent materials 

such as Poly lactic acid (PLA) produce translucent 3D prints, that are not optically transparent, 

because of the layering process in 3D-printing. We proposed a way of creating an optical 

window by using an open channel approach delimited by cyclic olefin copolymer (COC).  This 

approach enabled us to monitor liquid flow inside the device using biocompatible materials. 

 

We fabricated a MHF micromixer using 3D-printing. This device was first proposed more than 

20 years ago (Knight, Vishwanath, Brody, & Austin, 1998), it has proved useful for multiple 

applications from liposomes synthesis (Andreas Jahn et al., 2004) to microdroplet generation 

(Anna, Bontoux, & Stone, 2003).  
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 We proposed a 3D-printed-PLA micromixer with COC as a ceiling, enabling optical access 

and biocompatibility. Moreover, this method can be completed in a few steps, making it ideal 

for low-cost rapid prototyping and proof of concept. Figure 6.1 shows the fabrication process 

of the proposed device.  

 

 

Figure 6.1 Microfabrication process of 3D printed-PLA-COC 
device A) PLA device and COC “ceiling” B) 3D printing the 
microfluidic device C) A completed device with connectors 

 
 

This work was presented in NEWCAS 2019, Montreal, Canada (Lopez, Nerguizian, & Stiharu, 

2018). Future work on this subject includes the creation of microfluidic devices molds using 

3D printing, as well as the complete fabrication of the device, and connectors in one single 

step for different types of micromixers. 
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 Other methods, such as SLA, might offer better dimensional resolution in the order of tens of 

micrometers.  

 

6.2 Geometry optimization for an improved liposome production yield 

The PDM dimensional aspects play a crucial role in mixing, and thus on liposome production.  

Numerical model results have shown that the mixing process is completed in the first ten 

semicircular structures (see Section 3.2.3.7). Thus, the microfluidic device could be shortened. 

Theoretically, liposomes will be produced under the same conditions. This approach will 

enable to reduce the device footprint as well as limit alignment manipulations. This planar 

optimization can save space to create a dense array of micromixers to parallelize production 

and increase the liposome yield. An array of at least 6 PDMs could be easily fitted in a 100-

mm wafer with an estimated production of 247 mg/h of liposomes.  

 

Also, the effects of the microchannel height must be further studied. It is predicted that a lower 

aspect ratio device will cause an increase in the flow speed in the PDM narrowest sections, 

increasing centripetal forces, therefore speeding the mixing process, and consequently 

producing smaller liposomes than higher aspect ratio devices. This last point must be 

experimentally corroborated.  

 

6.3 Approaches to facilitate liposome production implementation  

In this work, liposome production was demonstrated using a novel passive micromixer. This 

approach utilizes syringe pumps, a computer interface to control these pumps, the microfluidic 

device, and a hot plate to control the production temperature. This setup is required to produce 

liposomes at a scale of milliliters to liters. However, this method could not be ideal for 

researchers whose primary interest is testing different formulations rapidly using quantities in 

the range of µL with high repeatability. The need for an external driving force, as in this case 

pumps, hinders the use of this method in a standard biology laboratory setting, where this 
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process is just one among many others. Other more bench-friendly approaches are required 

with a low-entry-cost to produce liposomes and prepare liposomes medications at the bedside.  

 

One possible solution is to remove the active elements (pumps) of the experimental setup and 

leave only the microfluidic device itself.  Nevertheless, this approach requires other forces to 

move the liquids into the channels to mix the reagents and thus produce liposomes. These 

mechanisms could be capillarity forces, vacuum, gravity, or centrifuge compatible devices.  

Capillarity is a motor force that has been explored before (Zimmermann, Schmid, Hunziker, 

& Delamarche, 2007), in a micromixer with baffle structures (C.-T. Lee & Lee, 2012). 

However, as far as the author knows, this approach has never been assessed for liposome 

production. A pumpless liposome production approach can be useful to make liposome 

research more accessible to laboratories working on drug delivery, transfection, and imaging. 

 

6.4 EVs characterization for cancer research 

Recently, EVs have attracted attention mainly because of their role as messengers between 

cells. EVs transport proteins, genetic material, and other biologically relevant molecules inside 

their lipid bilayers. EVs are released from cells; their size is in the range of 40 nm to 1 µm. 

The size of these vesicles is highly heterogenous (Raposo & Stoorvogel, 2013). 

 

Moreover, EVs play a crucial role in modulating tumorigenic behavior  (Xu, Liao, & Zhou, 

2018).  EVs properties play a role in how effective biomolecules cargo can be transferred 

between cells (Horibe, Tanahashi, Kawauchi, Murakami, & Rikitake, 2018).  However, until 

now, it is not clear which variables are more important for this transfer. Size, size distribution, 

zeta potential, surface moieties, and lipid composition might play a crucial role.  

 

By using the same methods to characterize liposomes, EVs can be further studied to understand 

how their physicochemical characteristics influence invitro and invivo interactions and their 

relationship with cancer malignancy.  Following this approach, we studied EVs derived from 

3 primary uveal melanoma (UM) cell lines (MP41, MP46, OCM), a metastatic (OMM2.5) UM 
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cell line and fibroblasts (HTB 102) as control were extracted by ultracentrifugation. EV size 

and size distribution were characterized using DLS. The zeta potential of EVs was calculated 

from their electrophoretic mobility.  

 

This characterization is the first complete analysis of the physicochemical characterization of 

EVs derived from UM cells. Our data showed a difference in the physicochemical features of 

EVs derived from primary and metastatic UM cell lines as well as non-cancerous cells.  

 

The work summarized in the previous paragraphs was accepted to be presented as a poster in 

the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) 2020 Conference in 

Baltimore, USA. (Cancelled due to COVID-19). Future work includes an extensive 

characterization of EVs extracted from other cell lines. 

 

6.5 Gene delivery applications 

Liposomes can deliver genetic material inside cells (transfection). Positively charged vesicles, 

also known as cationic liposomes form trough electrostatic interactions complexes with the 

negatively charged DNA or RNA, this complex can be delivered inside the cells (P. L. Felgner 

et al., 1987). The platform presented in this work could be used to produce gene delivery 

systems. An optimization of this delivery could be achieved using a similar approach to the 

one shown in Chapter 3.2. This statistically modeling approach has been tried for MHF devices 

for liposomes with transfection applications (Tiago A. Balbino et al., 2013), but it has not 

attempted before for micromixers based on Dean flow dynamics. An example of the factors 

and responses in gene delivery systems production is shown in Figure 6.2, one the left the 

production factors and on the right the responses.  
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Figure 6.2 Factors influencing gene delivery systems production 
 



 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Liposomes production on an industrial scale with high reproducibility is required to deploy 

liposomes for biomedical applications effectively. This doctoral dissertation investigates the 

production of LNPs using a novel Dean dynamic flow-based micromixer, the PDM. We 

showed the relationship between mixing efficiency and liposome properties. Liposomes 

produced using the PDM have a size range from 27 nm to more than 200 nm. This range is 

relevant for applications in drug, gene, and imaging delivery systems. 

 

Additionally, liposome populations were mostly monomodal, from highly monodispersed to 

low polydispersed populations. This result is particularly important for ensuring that all 

particles will end in the same place, similar to a quality factor.  Additionally, we demonstrated 

how liposome size and size distribution are controlled by TFR, FRR, concentration, 

temperature, lipid mixture, and organic solvent. Furthermore, we showed that the zeta potential 

of liposomes was controlled only by the liposome lipid composition.   

 

In this work, we showed that the PDM could produce liposomes at a rate of 41 mg/h. This 

production yield is comparable only with high-aspect-ratio and chaotic advection-based 

devices.  This production yield can be further increased by increasing TFR and by microfluidic 

device parallelization means. The PDM can produce nanosized lipid nanoparticles at low FRR, 

improving the final liposome concentration. 

 

Liposome properties are consistent under the same production conditions; thus, the presented 

method is reproducible. Furthermore, liposome size and size distribution are stable for up to 6 

months, showing that the centripetal forces do not have a negative impact on the membrane’s 

integrity. This stability is crucial for the shelf-life of drug delivery systems.  

 

To investigate liposome production in the PDM, a methodology to first identify and then model 

the key factors controlling liposome production was used to find the experimental conditions 

under which liposomes of suitable size would be produced. The model was validated with 
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further experimentation. Finally, a numerical model, including concentration-dependent 

variables, was used to assess the mixing index and its relationship with the physicochemical 

characteristics of liposomes. This methodology is relevant for investigating micromixers 

designs tailored to liposome production.  

 

To extend our understanding of liposome production, further parametric experiments, 

including fluid flow and related molecular variables, were performed as well as additional 

confocal imaging to observe and analyze the mixing phenomenon qualitatively.  We found out 

that TFR played a crucial role in controlling liposome size in a wide range of conditions. By 

contrast, FRR showed to separate highly monodispersed and low polydispersed liposome 

populations with a threshold of around three.  Similarly, we found out a negatively correlated 

relationship between temperature and liposome size. We also presented a model that relates 

concentration with the nonlinear liposome size increase, which works for liposomes produced 

above the transition temperature.  

 

Finally, the influence of the organic solvent used for liposome production over liposome 

physicochemical characteristics was investigated. We demonstrated that the polarity change 

rate could also be modulated by selecting different organic solvents. The substitution of 

conventional organic solvents by Transcutol® could potentially prevent the need for additional 

filtration steps for toxicity reduction.  

 

In summary, we investigated several factors influencing liposome physicochemical properties, 

which provided a glance in the fundamental aspects of liposome formation using micromixers. 

The proposed method proved to be suitable for producing liposomes in continuous flow at high 

production rates. This approach could also be used in other amphiphilic-based nanoparticles, 

such as copolymers. Innovative approaches in microfabrication such as 3D printing and 

pumpless production of liposomes might accelerate the translation of this technology to 

laboratories working on developing new liposomal formulations.  Furthermore, this platform 

has the potential to be a powerful tool to produce drug and gene delivery systems as well as to 

investigate EVs' role in cancer dissemination and cell to cell communication. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

This brief section´s objective is to compare the presented approach with currently available 

solutions, discuss opportunity areas, and recommend new avenues of research. There are three 

critical aspects groups in regard to liposome research and production that will significantly 

accelerate liposome adoption as a widely used delivery system. The first one is the ease of the 

production and modulation of liposome properties from early research stages to mass 

production. The second is the scalability and the production rate. Finally, the third is about 

overcoming the nanoprecipitation method limitations, mainly the use of organic solvents that 

could be detrimental for drug delivery applications. 

 

First, the production of liposomes must be easy and as few steps as possible. The reason is 

twofold. At a research level, this will help the adoption of liposomes by reducing the risk of 

testing innovative formulations. Nowadays, researchers in the field have to face a difficult 

decision; doing liposomes using outdated methods with inconsistent results, buying liposomes 

that are not tailored to their research objectives, or acquiring equipment that is extremely 

expensive to buy and operate.  The solution at an abstract level is a device, without technical 

difficulties that adapt well to the existing research environment, with a low financial risk to 

try. One probable solution could be achieved by simplifying the platform presented in this 

work by eliminating the pumps, the hot plate, and using innovative approaches to move and 

mix liquids inside the microfluidic device. Currently, there is not a commercially available 

device capable of producing liposomes using only a microfluidic device without active 

components. At an industrial level, the simplification will result in fewer steps and the 

reduction of costs.  

 

In this work, average liposome size and size distribution were controlled mainly by varying 

the FRR, TFR, temperature, lipid type, initial lipid concentration, and binary mixture. 

Remarkably, the PDI of the particles does not change dramatically for different flow conditions 

(PDI ≈ 0.2). In PDI terms, the liposomes produced in PDM are in between the pure molecular 
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diffusion devices and the micromixers based on chaotic advection such as the SHM. A more 

extensive experimental range would provide a better understanding of how the liposome 

population homogeneity could be further improved. In terms of zeta potential, the data 

presented suggest that this property is influenced by the liposome lipid composition, a 

complete study focusing on this topic will be useful for developing new liposomal 

formulations. Finally, new micromixer designs, geometric parameters, and principles should 

be explored. This approach could be aided by numerical models and rapid prototyping 

techniques such as high precision 3D printing using stereolithography. Very recently, pure 

molecular diffusion micromixers have been optimized using this approach.  

 

The second key aspect are scalability and production rate. Liposome production using 

micromixers can be scaled by parallelization means. One limitation of this research is that the 

actual length and number of structures required to produce liposomes were not studied. Such 

data will give future researchers the tools to optimize the microfluidic footprint crucial to get 

as many as possible of these devices in a reduced area.  A second limitation is related to the 

production rate. The demonstrated liposome yield in this work was in the same order of 

magnitude than high aspect ratio devices based only on flow focusing. However, it was below 

the devices based on chaotic advection. Higher initial lipid concentrations and total flow rates 

will further improve liposome production yield. In this work, the use of soft lithography 

constraints the aspect ratios, the pressure inside the microchannels (or the total flow rate) and 

the binary mixtures that can be safely used. Other biocompatible materials such as cyclic olefin 

copolymer and production methods such as hot embossing will significantly increase liposome 

production capacities overcoming fabrication constraints. 

 

Finally, the nanoprecipitation method has a pitfall; the presence of the organic solvent is 

detrimental for the function of the liposomes. In this work, it was demonstrated for the first 

time that an alternative hydroalcoholic solvent (Transcutol) could be used to produce 

liposomes with expected reduced toxicity eliminating a step (solvent removal). Ideally, this 

solvent removal step should be incorporated in one chip, though some efforts to remove this 
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out of the chip have been presented elsewhere. The use of membranes inside the microchannels 

might help to incorporate a filtration step, producing liposomes ready to be used.  

 

In summary, there are several avenues of research that include improving the mixing process, 

the ease of production and modulation of liposome properties as well as the incorporation of 

filtration steps into one single chip and step. Liposomes are a system that has the potential to 

foster the pharmaceutical industry for the benefit of patients. 
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